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BEST-SELLERS
Philippe Claudel
L’ARBRE DU PAYS TORAJA
(The Toraja People’s Tree)
Stock, January 2016, 216 pages

RAPPORT DE BRODECK, winner of the 2007
Goncourt des lycéens and L’ENQUÊTE (2010). He
has directed four feature films.

“A meditation on the fragility of
existence.” Paris Match
“A masterpiece.” Le Parisien
“His writing might have never been more
beautiful, more lucid.” L’Express
“This story, supported by a fine writing
style and full of imagery, is tremendously
lively.” Elle
“A compelling and remarkably written
novel that one will close with regret.”
Version Femina

◊

Rights sold in: China
(Shanghai Translation),
Denmark (Arvids), Italy
(Ponte Alle Grazie), Germany
(Thiele), the Netherlands (De
Bezige Bij), Portugal (Porto),
Spain (Salamandra), Sweden
(Norstedts), Taiwan (Ecus)
and UK (MacLehose Press),
Serbia (Bozicevic).

◊

Rights under offer in Israel!

◊

Philippe Claudel’s latest novel
is to some extent his Grande
Bellezza.

“There is some darkness in these pages,
though a luminous darkness, same as in
LES ÂMES GRISES.” Paris Match

“What are the living? At first glance, it seems
so obvious. Separating the living from the
dead. Being among the living. Being alive. But
what does being alive really mean? When I
breathe and walk, when I eat, or dream, or
urinate, am I fully alive? What’s the highest
level of living?”
A filmmaker half way through his life loses his
closest friend who is also his producer, the funny,
unsettling Eugène. Drifting between two glorious
women, between the past and the present, amid
memories of dearly loved faces and dazzling
unexpected encounters, Kundera in a hospital
café, Piccoli with his explosive laugh, the narrator
considers “the place death has in our lives”.
And so Eugène’s tomb becomes a promise of life,
and we manage to escape melancholy in order to
be reconciled with ourselves.
Philippe Claudel is the author of LES AMES
GRISES, winner of the 2003 Prix Renaudot and
translated in more than 30 countries, LA PETITE
FILLE DE MONSIEUR LINH, (2005), LE
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BEST-SELLERS

Isabelle Artus
LA PETITE BOUTIQUE JAPONAISE
(The Little Japanese Shop)
Edito / Mon Agent & Cie, April 2016, 310 pages

kung-fu devenu homme de main. »
Hebdo

Livres

« Pour son premier roman, original et
jubilatoire, Isabelle Artus a imaginé un vaste
"puzzle cosmique" qui, entre la France et le Japon,
parvient à réunir deux êtres dont les destinées
n’auraient jamais dû se croiser. C’est la puissante
médecine de la littérature. » Livres Hebdo
« Roman initiatique et drôle, assorti d’une
réjouissante histoire d’amour. » + de Pep’s

◊

Rights sold in: France
(Flammarion), Germany
(Piper), Spain (Salamandra)
and Italy (La Nave di Teseo),
French Canada (Edito), the
Netherlands
(Wereldbibliotheek), Czech
Republic (Argo).

◊

English sample chapter
available.

◊

A very rare jewel: an exotic
journey into Japanese culture
and traditions, as well as a
search for identity!

A Parisian geisha looks for her samurai:
French feel-good at it’s best with a Japanese
twist.
Pamela’s aim in life is to become an accomplished
geisha. Waitress in a Chinese restaurant in the
Parisian suburbs, she meets doctor Atsuro, owner
of a small bonsai’s shop. After a bleak childhood
in Brittany suburb of St-Brieuc punctuated by TV
series such as Kung Fu, Thad has become the
henchman of a Japanese general. Thad and
Pamela are made for each other and between
them it is love at first sight. But one day Thad
disappears, leaving behind him an enigmatic letter
and an heartbroken Pamela. The brave geisha
does not hesitate to leave to Tokyo to look for her
warrior. But to find her lover, she will have to
learn more about herself and to live many amazing
adventures in the Land of the Rising Sun.
Isabelle Artus works for a perfume company.
LA PETITE BOUTIQUE JAPONAISE is her first
novel!

« Un roman initiatique sous forme de comédie
déjantée mettant en scène une serveuse à Melun qui
se rêve geisha et un amateur breton de films de
4
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Manu Causse
LA 2CV VERTE
(The Green Citroën 2CV)
Denoël, March 2016, 256 pages

accompanied by an arrogant and talkative kitten,
the father and son duo will hit the road to live a
bewitching rite of passage. The strange ride in the
green 2CV is tipped to be eventful.
An original novel tapping into various genres –
road movie, thriller, fairy tale – to tell a
heartwarming family story.
Manu Causse was born near Paris, but grew
up in Aveyron. He worked as a cultural organizer and a
teacher, before giving up teaching ten years ago to
dedicate himself to writing and translating. He lives in
Toulouse with his life partner, also a writer, and their
kids.

◊

Rights sold in Germany
(Droemer) after auction, Italy
(Nord/Mauri Spagnol), Greece
(Utopia), the Netherlands
(Signatuur/AW Bruna) and
Czech Republic (Volvox).

◊

French pocket book rights sold
to J’ai Lu after auction.

◊

An outstanding, poignant
debut novel!

◊

Manu Causse uses a vehicle to
speak about father-son
relationships and family
secrets, and also tackles
themes like guilt, atonement,
and how one can overcome
dramas.

◊

A most touching tale, with
original and endearing
characters.

« La galerie de personnages du roman
n’obéit à aucun stéréotype tant on butine
d’étonnement en étonnement au fil des
pages. » Madmoizelle.com
“This coming-of-age novel carried by a
funny and poetic language, also has fairy
tales elements, and like all fairy tales,
enchants.” Est-Éclair

A most unusual novel that takes the form of an
initiatory road-movie to better deal with
subjects such as the relationships between
fathers and sons, autism and family secrets in
a witty, sweet and realistic way.
Isaac seems like an empty little boy. He is autistic.
He has a body; he has eyes, but seems void inside.
He only screams every now and again. Ever since
he was born, his parents have ceaselessly
destroyed one other with constant bitterness and
guilt. The father, Éric Dubon, is exhausted and
distraught. But when he inherits an old, beat up
2CV at the death of his uncle, everything goes
wild. Behind the wheel of his little car, he decides
to remove his son from the institution where he is
confined, and to run away with him. Surrounded
by ghosts and old memories, the two fugitives
embark on a strange journey. What happened in
Éric Dubon’s past, and what are his plans for his
son? With the help of a moody teen-age girl,
tracked down by a mushroom-loving cop and
5

BEST-SELLERS

Jean-Paul Dubois
LA SUCCESSION
(Inheritance)
L’Olivier, August 2016, 240 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Italy
(Gremese), Portugal (Porto
Editora), Russia (Eksmo).

◊

82,000 copies sold.

◊

Long-listed for the Prix
Landerneau, Prix Interallié,
Prix Jean Giono and Prix du
Roman des Étudiants France
Culture-Télérama 2017.

◊

Was shortlisted for the Prix
Goncourt.

◊

The melancholic atmosphere,
obsessive main character and
elegant style are reminiscent of
Paul Auster.

◊

◊

A novel that addresses the
topic of euthanasia and the
secrecy that surrounds it both
dispassionately and
insightfully.

alai – instead. But when his father, a doctor,
commits suicide, he is forced to face subjects that
he usually tries not to think about, like the
suicides of his mother, uncle and grandfather; and
the chilly to non-existent family life he had in
France. Nevertheless, he winds up accepting his
father’s medical practice by succession, and being
confronted with a dark secret: his father practiced
illegal euthanasia. Despite grave misgivings, he
decides to follow suit. Slipping slowly into
hallucinatory psychosis, he too, eventually
succumbs to the temptation to kill himself.
Jean-Paul Dubois portrays the slow descent of
a man to whom nothing good ever happens, and
who nevertheless agrees to accept the burden of
a fate that he knows will lead to his own tragic
end. A book that gives readers access to the
psychology of a character who is almost
entirely out-of-touch with reality: consuming
passion, absolute love and madness, as well as
resignation to his fate.
Jean-Paul Dubois is a journalist, a writer and
a prize-wining novelist. He won the Prix FranceTélévisions for KENNEDY ET MOI (Le Seuil, 1996),
the Prix Fémina and the Prix du roman FNAC
for UNE VIE FRANÇAISE (L’Olivier, 2004; “A
French Life”, Penguin 2008). His novels have been
translated into many languages.

« Un roman sombre et drôle sur l’implacable
reproduction des névroses familiales, la pelote
basque et le cerveau de Staline. » L’Humanité
« Un roman d’une force totale, imprégné de cette
distance élégante, comme une politesse extrême,
marque de fabrique de son auteur. » Le Parisien
« On rit et on pleure de tout cela (…) On
apprécie hautement l’exercice de funambule entre
légèreté, cocasserie et gravité. » Télérama

The story of an unusual and
intriguing family: the
grandfather, who was Stalin’s
doctor, kept a piece of the
Soviet leader’s brain; the
father was a former military
doctor who wore shorts to his
office.

After LE CAS SNEIJDER, in his latest novel,
Jean-Paul Dubois returns to his favorite
themes, such as love, and life in the USA, and
includes narrative elements that are recurrent
in his work, like knowing winks shared with
faithful readers.
Florida in the 1980s, Paul Katrakilis is having the
time of his life. Although he trained to be a doctor,
he has chosen not to practice medicine, devoting
himself full-time to his passion, chistera – a.k.a. jai
6
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Négar Djavadi
DÉSORIENTALE
(Disoriental)
Liana Levi, August 2016, 352 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (E/O),
US/UK (Europa), Spain
(Malpaso) and Germany (C.
H. Beck).

◊

60,000 copies sold!

◊

Best first novel of the year
2016 according to Lire
magazine.

◊

Awarded the Prix du Style,
Prix des librairies Folies
d’encre 2016 and Prix de la
librairie L’Autre Monde

VERNON SUBUTEX, this book portrays Iran’s
complicated, often wrenching history through
the fate of a young Iranian woman who was
forced by events to leave her country.
Present-day Paris: Sitting in the waiting room at
Cochin Hospital, Kimiâ, who is about to undergo
artificial insemination, is thinking about her family
history, from her paternal grandmother’s birth in
a harem to her own escape from war-torn Iran
with her mother and sisters. In this way, she
paints the portrait of a fascinating man, a
politically committed journalist, and a fair-minded
but taciturn person – her father – while telling the
story of her native land through a description of
the time when life was sweet there. Kimiâ also
considers her own past, including her journey of
self-discovery, and the reasons why she has
decided to have a child with her girlfriend.
Négar Djavadi offers readers a book brimming
with social, political and identity issues, which
reverberate brilliantly through the narrator’s
memories, which she sifts through carefully,
providing subtle touches that bring the
characters and their world to life.
Négar Djavadi is a screenplay writer and a
film and stage director. DESORIENTALE is her first
novel

“The revelation of the new season.” Elle

◊

Was long-listed for the Prix
Fémina, Prix FNAC and Prix
du Monde.

“One rarely reads such a strong first novel.”
Grazia

◊

The history of former Persia
through the prism of several
generations of a family that
lived through – or was
subjected to – the modern
nation’s founding events,
introducing us to a culture that
is different from our own.

“A voice that enchants us as much as it grips us.
” Le Monde

◊

Fascinating events and figures
from recent Iranian history
that are little known in the
Western world.

◊

The book’s atmosphere allows
readers to see the world
through the narrator’s eyes:
from idyllic, pre-revolutionary
Iran, to life as a refugee,
including the harrowing
passage of the Turkish border,
to Paris’s working-class
neighborhoods – and other
ones where anything goes – in
the 1980s and 1990s.

In a similar
PERSEPOLIS

“A master stroke.” Psychologies “A romanesque
saga.” Le Figaro littéraire
“A devilishly romanesque story, full
deliciously oriental digressions.” Télérama

of

vein to Marjane Satrapi’s
and
Virginie
Despentes’
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BEST-SELLERS

Lorraine Fouchet
ENTRE CIEL ET LOU
(In Lou’s Twilight)
Héloïse d’Ormesson, March 2016, 432 pages

In the charming setting of the Île of Groix, off
the coast of Brittany, a widower has been
tasked by his deceased wife with making their
children happy: he'll do his best.
Lou, 56, has just passed away, leaving her
widowed husband, Jo, in deep despair. Even her
children and grandchildren feel like orphans,
because Lou was the keystone of the family. In
her will, she sets a final challenge for Jo: do
whatever it takes to make their children happy. It
won’t be easy for this former cardiologist who had
returned to his native island for a peaceful
retirement in the company of his wife and his old
friends. He was no longer very close to his
children, whose lives he doesn’t really understand.
But he has no choice but to honor Lou’s memory,
and her last wish.

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(Hoffmann und Campe/
Atlantik (Daniel Kampa),
Spain/Castillan (Roca
Editorial), Spain/Catalan (La
Campana), Italy (Garzanti),
Poland (Media Rodzina) and
the Netherlands (Nieuw
Amsterdam).

◊

Awarded the Prix Bretagne.

◊

The setting on the island of
Groix, which is reminiscent of
The Guernsey Literary and
Potato-Peel Pie Society for the
friendly solidarity and the
island atmospherics.

◊

The multiple points of view
make for a very lively
narrative, one that will make
readers feel very close to the
characters.

◊

A novel that reminds readers
about the most fundamental
values: love, a sense of humor,
and communication.

◊

With this good family saga
filled with laughs, disputes and
love that is a veritable page
turning and feel good book,
the author touches each of us
and will warm up our long
winter evenings.

◊

The author's previous novels
have already been translated in
Germany (Lübbe), Italy
(Garzanti), Greece (Horizon)
and Slovakia.

Between a self-defensive son and a brokenhearted daughter, it’s a difficult mission… but one
that reserves him some pleasant surprises as well.
It’s never too late to reconnect, and their family
bonds will be strengthened by the ordeals they
face together. Lou will have gotten what she
wanted: making sure her whole family is happy,
even without her.
Lorraine Fouchet was born in 1956 in
Neuilly-sur-Seine. She’s a writer, a screenwriter and
also a doctor. ENTRE CIEL ET LOU is her
seventeenth novel.

« Voilà ce qui s’appelle un roman tonique
et revigorant (…) qui ferait un excellent
scénario pour unecomédie romantique à la
française. Parce qu’il y a plein de bons
sentiments, des paysages superbes ;
beaucoup d’amour. Et, évidemment, un
happy end. » – Sud Ouest

8
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Laurent Gaudé
ÉCOUTEZ NOS DÉFAITES
(Listen to Our Failings)
Actes Sud, August 2016, 288 pages

◊

Rights sold in: World English
(Europa), Portugal (Porto
Editora), Spain (Navona
editorial.) and Italy (Edizioni
E/O).

◊

130,000 copies sold!

◊

N°4 on the bestseller’s list!

◊

A book that intertwines the
voices and thoughts of five
characters, both historical and
fictive, with verve and finesse

◊

A journey through critical
moments of ancient and
contemporary history: from
the bloody battles of the
American Civil War to
Hannibal’s failed attempt to
conquer Rome via ISIS’s
destruction of archeological
sites.

◊

◊

A confrontation of crucial
fates, showing what led to and
followed key personal or
historical defeats.
Reflections on people’s
relationship to their land, from
the more circumscribed
ancient world of conquests, to
our more-globalized
contemporary world, with its
striking differences between
countries.

defeats which they must overcome, or which will
radically change their goals. They each have a
powerful impact on their environment, their times
and their lands, which also mark their own
identities. Readers accompany them through a
fateful period in their lives.
Assem, a wearied French intelligence officer is
sent to Beirut in search of a former member of the
elite American commandos suspected of
involvement in trafficking deals. He meets
Mariam, an Iraqi archaeologist trying to save
treasures from the museums of bombed cities, and
the brevity of their time together is matched only
by the seismic power of its impact. Their separate
trajectories mirror each other and are punctuated
by the epic tales of past heroes – General Grant
crushing the Confederates, Hannibal marching on
Rome, Haile Selassie standing up to fascist
invaders...
A troubled, melancholy novel that asserts the
inanity of every war, and proclaims that only
humanity and beauty are worth dying for.
A writer of novels, short stories and plays,
Laurent Gaudé won the Goncourt des Lycéens 2002 for
LA MORT DU ROI TSONGOR and the Prix
Goncourt 2004 for LE SOLEIL DES SCORTA. In
2010, OURAGAN was voted the bookshops’ favourite
French novel of the “rentrée littéraire”. His works are
translated all over the world. All of his novels are
published by Actes Sud, including his last two:
DANSER LES OMBRES (January 2015 /more than
65,000 copies sold) and POUR SEUL CORTÈGE
(August 2012 /more than 100,000 copies sold).

« Laurent Gaudé maîtrise l’art de mettre en
scène de nombreux personnages que tout sépare en
apparence, de les faire dialoguer et de tisser le tout
en une trame romanesque qui n’a de complexe que
l’apparence, tant est grande sa virtuosité. »
Magazine Littéaire
« Laurent Gaudé brasse subtilement les siècles et
les guerres pour mieux comprendre l’Histoire et la
folie contemporaine. » L’Express
« Un roman poétique, stratégique, sensuel et
radical. » Lire

Hannibal, General Grant, an Iraqi woman
archaeologist, a French secret-service agent,
Haile Selassie… five characters from four
different time periods, whose stories intertwine.
We meet the characters at crucial points in their
lives: a decisive battle, a turning point, a change of
attitude towards their mission, the destruction of
historic sites by ISIS… They all have to face
9

BEST-SELLERS

Laurent Gounelle
ET TU TROUVERAS LE TRÉSOR
QUI DORT EN TOI
(And You’ll Find Your Inner Treasury)
Kero, October 2016, 336 pages

◊

Rights available in: Albania,
Croatia, Estonia, Macédonia,
Latvia, Serbia and Slovenia.

◊

We do not handle right in
Poland.

◊

Rights sold in: Korea
(Yolimwon), Italy (La Nave di
teseo), Slovakia (Citadella),
Germany (Droemer Knaur),
Turkey (Pegasus), Bulgaria
(Colibri), Lithuania (Alma
Littera), Czech Republic
(Rybka), Lebanon (Centre
culturel arabe – beyrouth),
Spain (Roca), USA (Little
Brown), UK (Corsair),
Slovakia (Citadella), Hungary
(Trivium Kiado).

◊

200,000 copies sold!

◊

Rights sold to French bookclub edition, audio-book
edition, large-print edition

◊

Setting religion as background,
Laurent Gounelle brings back
his favourite topic in his new
book: the quest of well-being.

◊

A heroin rooted in her time
and society who proves that
self-fulfilment is not a quest
only reserved to philosophers
or religious people.

◊

Laurent Gounelle is the 7th
bestselling French author; his
books were sold at 2,500,000
copies in 2015 in France.

religions through the character of Alice, a
pragmatist who is about to plunge headfirst
into the meaning of self-fulfilment.
Alice, 35, crisis manager, commits to help her
childhood friend, Jérémie, a priest, in bringing the
faithful back to the local church that has long
been deserted. To her amazement, she discovers
the unsuspected wealth and inner richness human
beings can possess if only they allow themselves to
be open to finding them.
She tries to understand the evangiles’ message by
looking into what religions such as Taoism,
Hinduism or even Astronomy have in common,
thus transforming this marketing challenge into a
quest of finding what the guiding principle of
every religion is. Imperceptibly her own view of
what makes a fulfilled life changes.
Laurent Gounelle is the author of 4 previous
bestselling novels. In his latest moving and thoughtprovoking work he uses the treasure trove of
Buddhism, Hinduism and the monotheistic religions to
show his readers a path to spiritual freedom and joy.

« C’est le livre de la rentrée littéraire qu’on
attendait : passionné de philosophie et de
psychologie, Laurent Gounelle revient avec un
roman initiatique. Une lecture surprenante et
percutante qui ne manquera pas de réveiller nos
consciences. » Fémininbio

After the bestseller LE JOUR OÙ J’AI APPRIS
À VIVRE, Laurent Gounelle offers a new novel
in which the reader discovers the world of
spirituality and the teachings of the major
10
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Virginie Grimaldi
TU COMPRENDRAS QUAND TU
SERAS PLUS GRANDE
(You’ll Understand When You Are Older)
Fayard, May 2016, 500 pages

completely under, she answers a want ad on a
whim, and winds up taking a job as a substitute
psychologist at an old-person’s home in Biarritz,
in southwestern France. It’s only when she
actually starts working there, however, that she
remembers she’s never really cared for the
company of elderly people. Yet one day at a time –
some moving, others grueling – Julia will learn
that the geriatric set has a thing or two to teach
her. Was she really there by mere chance after
all?
The author brings to life a story of love(s) and
inner-strength: a compassionate yet scathingly
funny ode to happiness with a cast of loveable
characters.

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(S.Fischer), Italy
(Mondadori), Korea
(Yolimwon), Czech Republic
(Euromedia) and Russia
(Eksmo), UK (Headline).

◊

45,000 copies sold!

◊

Option for film adaptation as a
long feature film. It’s too early
to say more but it should be a
big budget film with a great
cast.

◊

French paperback rights sold
to: Le Livre de Poche.

◊

Caustic humor and situations
that ring true, drawing readers
in and making them keep
turning pages.

◊

The heroine’s development will
be meaningful for readers, who
will enjoy seeing her stumble,
pick herself up, and evolve
thanks to her colleagues and
the residents of the old-age
home.

◊

When you close this book, all
you’ll want to do is enjoy life,
and above all, to have fun
every single day.

Virginie Grimaldi spends all of her time
writing. From grocery lists to novels by way of her
popular blog, Femme Sweet Femme, she has tried her
hand at numerous genres. In 2014, she was the winner
of the literary prize of the Auféminin digital media
group. You’ll Understand When You Are Older is her second
novel.

“Nothing more nor less than an ode to
friendship, to love and to life itself.” Faust-in.com
“Virginie Grimaldi has an amazingly accurate
and affectionate way of addressing such difficult
topics as old age andmourning, and the fears they
inspire. I like the point of view she offers, one that
is cheerful, funny and optimistic.” Ourse
bibliophile

A young woman who is going through a
difficult period of mourning decides to take a
break from her normal life by accepting a job in
a home for the elderly. She has no idea what a
wonderful lesson of life and happiness she will
get from the experience.
At the age of 32, Julia believes more firmly in the
tooth fairy than she does in happiness, since her
own happiness has up and vanished—along with
her father, her husband-to-be and her beloved
grandmother. To keep herself from going
11

BEST-SELLERS

Laurent Mauvignier
CONTINUER
(Keeping On)
Éditions de Minuit, September 2016, 239 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(DTV), Italy (Feltrinelli),
China (Literature and Art
Hunan) and Spain (El Cuenco
de Plata).

◊

50,000 copies sold.

◊

Short-listed for the Prix
France Télévision.

◊

Was long-listed for Prix
Goncourt, Prix du roman
FNAC, Prix Médicis, Prix
Renaudot, Prix Décembre,
Prix Fémina, Prix
Landerneau, Prix du Roman
des Étudiants France CultureTélérama 2017.

◊

An unusual coming-of-age tale
that explores both mother-son
relationships and selfdiscovery.

◊

With the novel’s very visual
style, the author makes us feel
like we are traveling across the
steppe of Kyrgyzstan, filming
the landscape, alongside the
two main characters.

◊

In Bordeaux, Sybille, a recent, slightly depressed
divorcée, is struggling to find a new equilibrium in
her own life as well as a way to wrest her 16-yearold son Samuel from juvenile delinquency. She
decides to take him trekking on horseback across
the steppe of Kyrgyzstan. Mother and son will
encounter everything from life-threatening
dangers to nomads who invite them into their
yurts for a unique opportunity to discover their
culture. While the time they spend alone together
brings Samuel and Sybille closer, every
interaction they have with other people seems to
make Samuel withdraw into himself a little more –
until he finally runs away on horseback. It is only
when he decides to look for his mother, finding
her wounded and in a coma, that Samuel
understands how powerful the ties that bind them
– which their extraordinary journey abroad has
strengthened – really are.
Over the exotic background of nomadic culture,
Mauvignier portrays a mother’s unusual
struggle to tighten her bonds with her son, and
to get back in touch with her own truest self as
well.
Laurent Mauvignier was born in 1967 in
central France. A playwright and an award-winning
novelist, he is the author, most notably, of
APPRENDRE A EN FINIR (“Learning to End”) and
DANS LA FOULE (“In the Crowd”). CONTINUER
is his thirteenth published work.

« Le nouveau roman de Laurent Mauvignier est
un formidable page-turner sur l’intimité d’une
relation mère-fils et l’amour qui, face au drame de
la vie, nous dicte de « continuer ». Livres Hebdo
« Hymne incomparable à l’amour d’une mère
pour son fils, Continuer est aussi un grand livre
d’aventures, sauvage et abrupt, d’une splendeur
visuelle
qui
appelle
à
l’adaptation
cinématographique. Époustouflant. » Télérama
« Avec la finesse et l’acuité qui le caractérise,
Laurent Mauvignier explore une fois de plus les
liens entre les êtres. » Le Magazine Littéraire

A portrait of a woman who is
stronger than she seems, an
anti-heroine who stumbles, but
is always willing to
acknowledge her mistakes, get
up and try again.

In his latest novel, Laurent Mauvignier brings
us to Kyrgyzstan in the wake of Sybille, who
has set off on a long trek on horseback with
her son, Samuel. ‘Equitherapy’ in Central Asia
as an unusual way to help him through the
difficult teenage years.
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Céline Minard
LE GRAND JEU
(The Grand Game)
Rivages, August 2016, 192 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(Matthes & Seitz).

◊

35,000 copies sold.

◊

French pocket rights sold to
France Loisirs and Le Grand
Livre du Mois.

◊

Was long-listed for the Prix
Fémina, Prix Médicis and Prix
Littéraire du Monde.

◊

A book that examines both
human relationships and the
relationship between humans
and their environment,
focusing particularly on
danger, risk-taking and body
control.

◊

◊

The theme of going back to
nature – which must be
mastered but not domesticated
– by living in the midst of
hostile elements.
A classic literary trope of an
individual withdrawing from
human society, but with a
modern twist: a woman with
high-tech equipment (solar
panels and top-of-the-line
climbing gear) wants to live
self-sufficiently on her own
land.

narrator’s goals. Her dream is to withdraw from
the society of men and to live in total selfsufficiency. Yet she eventually realizes that her
land is actually occupied by a strange woman
called Dongbin, who lives amongst the elements
and the animals. She barely speaks, but she drinks
quite a bit. She is also a tightrope walker, and she
teaches the narrator that skill. These two fiercely
independent women will tame each other,
weaving an unusual bond. Dongbin winds up
daring the narrator to accept a challenge: cross a
deep rift in the rocks on a strap high above the
ground.
This book’s spirit and plot make it almost
impossible to put down: we follow the narrator
as she sets up her homestead in the middle of
nowhere, but we also watch as the bond
between her and Dongbin grows, encounter
after encounter.
Céline Minard is the author of several novels,
including LE DERNIER MONDE (“The Last
World”, 2007), SO LONG LUISE (2011) and
FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ (2013), which won the
2013 Virilo Prize, and the 2014 Livre Inter Prize.

“I advise everyone to take this book and retire to
a peaceful, quiet place (...) to meditate upon its
fortifying lessons.” Éric Chevillard, Le Monde
Des Livres
“A powerful fable about solitude and mountains,
Le Grand jeu confirms Céline Minard’s key
position in our literary landscape.” LivresHebdo
“This text [intertwines] poetry, meditation,
symbolism, fantasy, and elevation of body and
soul, in symbiosis with the animal realm.” Pages
Des Libraires
“A novel that is at once extremely physical and
highly speculative, one in which Céline Minard
asks nothing less than this most elementary
question: how should we live?” Télérama

In a similar vein to FAILLIR ETRE FLINGUE
(“Nearly Got Shot”), Céline Minard’s latest
novel portrays the relationship that a woman
who goes back to the land has with the land
itself, which she needs to make her own.
Having withdrawn from the society of men, she
will still meet someone – an almost feral being.
Buying land, building a shelter equipped with
solar panels, cultivating her garden – these are the
13
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Didier Decoin
LE BUREAU DES JARDINS ET DES
ÉTANGS
(The Office Of Gardens And Ponds)
Stock, January 2017, 396 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (Ponte
Alle Grazie, pre-empt), Spain
(Alfaguara, at auction), the UK
(MacLehose Press, WEL, preempt), Germany (Klett Cotta),
Greece (Stereoma).

Heiankyo, the city of every refinement and most
importantly the site of the Office of Gardens and
Ponds. When Katsuro dies, having drowned
himself in the river, which of the villagers can
follow in his footsteps and meet this challenge?
Carrying on the weighty responsibility of wicker
baskets filled with squirming, muddy carps and
encountering every danger on the way to the
capital? Who? If not Katsuro’s widow, the
exquisite, timorous and delicate Miyuki. But will
she prove capable of such a task? What does she,
Miyuki the little peasant, the widow who has
never left her village, know of the evils along the
way, of witchery and war, magical animals, priests
who may not be what they seem and tea houses
that sell everything but tea? What does she know
about the Empire’s capital or about Nagusa
Watanabe, Director of the Office of Gardens and
Ponds, crouching in wait for her in his labyrinth
of traps and wonders?
After this terrifying, sensual initiatory journey,
Miyuki is sullied but free. She will never be the
same again. Nor will her little world be the
same as before.
Didier Decoin was twenty when he published
his first book, LE PROCÈS À L’AMOUR (Le Seuil,
1966). It was followed by some twenty other titles,
including ABRAHAM DE BROOKLYN (Le Seuil,
1972 Prix des libraries) and JOHN L’ENFER (Le
Seuil, 1977 Prix Goncourt). He is currently Secretary
General of the Académie Goncourt, has been Chairman
of the Écrivains de Marine since 2007 and is a member
of the Académie de Marine.

◊

Ongoing Russian offer.

◊

35,000 copies sold.

◊

N°7 on L’Express bestselling
list.

◊

English sample chapter
available!

◊

Decoin is a master in creating
characters and atmosphere in
original settings and time
periods.

“Constantly surprising and compelling, Le
Bureau des jardins et des étangs reveals a
world of women, phantoms, carps, young emperors
and rice stackers.” JDD

◊

The writing is delicate and
sensual, reminiscient of
traditional Japanese etchings.

« Ce roman est un chapelet d'envoûtements qui
transformeront la boue en or. » Le Parisien

◊

The author worked on this
novel no less than 12 years in
order to bring a heavily
documented, perfectly crafted
novel.

◊

In the Top 20 of amazon.fr‘s
bestselling French novels.

« Avec une érudition impressionnante, un vrai
souffle romanesque et une sensualité païenne,
Didier Decoin nous emporte dans un grand roman
d'aventures façon Dit du Genji. Une réussite totale,
qui a nécessité pas moins de douze années de
travail. » Livres Hebdo

Japan, around the year 1000. Shimae, a
peasant village on the banks of the river
Kusagawa.
This humble village has
fisherman Katsuro, a
catching
pricelessly
transporting them to

a talent: it is home to the
virtuoso in the art of
beautiful
carp
and
the imperial city of

“Full of empathy and exuberance, it’s absolutely
brilliant and sensuous.” Télématin

« Un pur régal. Chaque page est une estampe
vibrante d'une sensualité exceptionnelle. » La Vie
« Voyage sensuel et olfactif dans un Japon
traditionnel d'un autre millénaire. SUBLIME. »
Nathalie, Librairie Doucet, Le Mans
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Christine Féret-Fleury
LA FILLE QUI LISAIT DANS LE
MÉTRO
(The Girl Who Read in the Subway
Denoël, March 2017, 256 pages

◊

Ongoing offers from UK/USA,
Czech Republic (Albatros
Media) + Slovakia.

◊

Rights sold in Italy (Sperling
Kupfer), Spain (Debolsillo),
Germany (Dumont).

◊

English sample chapter
available.

◊

A book meant for all those who
love to see what the people
next to them read (on the
metro or the beach), and draw
conclusions based on these
observations.

◊

A book meant for all those who
love being “go-betweens”
giving the right book to the
right person.

◊

A book advocating optimism
and positive value.

On her way, she meets Soliman, a most unusual
character who lives as a recluse surrounded with
books. According to him, a book has the power to
change the course of a life if given to the right
person. He entrusts his “go-betweens” with the
task of giving these precious books to those who
need them on his behalf. Juliette slowly carves a
niche for herself in this place out of time, becomes
a go between, and a very close friend to Soliman
and Zaïde, his daughter. Yet the books, which
have grown to have a real influence on her
destiny, will take her even further...
Christine Féret-Fleury started out as a
publisher at Gallimard Jeunesse. In 1996, she
published her debut book for children, LE PETIT
TAMOUR (Flammarion), quickly followed in 1999 by
her debut book for adults, LES VAGUES SONT
DOUCES COMME DES TIGRES (Arléa), winner of
the Antigone Prize. She then went on to write eighty
more books, and counting. A bulimic reader, she likes
to try her hand at all the many literary genres she
enjoys.

“A captivating and enticing writing style”
Monparadisdeslivres.com
“I just loved the world of Christine Féret-Fleury,
and want more of it” Babelio reader
“Fast-paced and witty” La Revue des livres
pour enfants (about Les Anneaux du temps)

A modern fairy tale, light-hearted, benevolent
and poetical, bringing comfort and hope. Half
way between Amélie Poulain and The reader
of the 6:27, a concentrate of humor,
tenderness and humanity.
Juliette uses the metro every day, and loses
herself in reading the minute she steps on board.
She sometimes observes the other avid readers
around her. The old lady. The collector of rare
books. The young woman who bursts into tears at
page 247. She looks at them with curiosity and
tenderness, as if their lives, their reads and their
passions could infuse a bit of dash into her own
lacklustre existence. One day, she decides to get
off two stations before her usual stop near the real
estate agency where she works. A seemingly
innocuous decision that will change her life
forever.
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Joseph Incardona
CHALEUR
(Heat)
Finitude, January 2017, 160 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Korea (Open
Books).

◊

French pocket rights sold
(Pocket).

◊

Selected for the Prix RTLLIRE!

◊

Selected in Coup de coeur de
la Rentrée Fnac et Cultura.

◊

A rhythmical instinctual and
fast writing that tackles
profound topics such as
loneliness, illness and
addiction in an entertaining
and yet tragic way.

◊

A dark humour novel set in an
unusual setting, during an
absurd event, staging two
seemingly opposite
competitors who eventually
come to understand each
other.

◊

An unexpected outcome that
defines Incardona’s style.

In a remote city in Finland, competitors from
around the world gather for the World Sauna
Championship. Although completely different
at first, two candidates share the same
eagerness to win the award no matter what it
takes.
Heinola, a Finnish city close to Helsinki, is known
for hosting once per year the World Sauna
Championship. And for the past three years Niko
Tanner, a renowned Finnish porn star, is the
acclaimed winner of the prestigious award. Eager
to win again and confident in his success, he has
only one worthy opponent: Igor Azarov, a sixtyyear-old short Russian man. At this time of year in
Finland, locals finally emerge from the long and

harsh winter, eager to socialize and gather around
crazy competitions. Niko has his own fan club and
enjoys being a provocative competitor thus
showing up at the very last minute to enrol for the
competition. Igor on the other side is organised
and takes it very seriously. But nobody pays
attention to him. As the competition begins, each
participant gets ready in his own way. Niko along
with his girlfriend and porn actress Loviisa Foxx,
drinks vodka, smokes, and takes drugs every
night, not caring about the rules at all. In the
meantime in another hotel bedroom, Igor, silent
and calm, focuses on his main goal: winning. But
this year, something is different. The gigantic
Finnish is nervous, and the short Russian man is
hiding something. As the competition goes on,
Igor’s health condition gets worse. He is ill, very
ill. This competition will be the last, and he is up
to no good.
Joseph Incardona proves once more his ability
to turn small events into intriguing tales. His
characters are well structured, exuberant and
complex at the same time. The storyline is
remarkably efficient and the outcome truly
unexpected. A masterstroke.
Joseph Incardona is Swiss with Italian roots.
He is the author of several novels, of comic trips and
scripts. He recently co-directed his first feature film
« Milky Way ». In 2015 he was awarded the Grand Prix
de la Littérature Policière for the novel DERRIÈRE
LES PANNEAUX IL Y A LES HOMMES (Finitude),
and was previsouly awarded the Grand Prix du Roman
Noir du Festival de Beaune in 2011. He is 47 and a
member of the Italian football team of writers.

« Ce bref et sublime roman noir chauffé à blanc
sonde l’insensé de la nature humaine: quand la
bêtise et l’orgueil confinent à une certaine
grandeur. Magnifique et tragique. » L’Express
« On se rapproche de l’Américain Harry Crews
avec ses personnages stupides et obsédés, peuplant
des chefs-d’œuvre comme la Foire aux serpents.
Joseph Incardona est de la même famille. » Lire
« Glaçant petit bijou de narration sèche et chefd’œuvre de désespérance grinçante. Tout au long de
ce récit, Incardona verse avec un sens redoutable de
la mesure et de l’efficacité des rasades d’un humour
rafraîchissant. » Le Monde
« C’est brûlant, glaçant, effrayant. Un beau
bijou noir. » Libération
« Ce petit roman bien balancé va bien au-delà de
la comédie burlesque: son arrière-fond
psychologique le fait osciller entre l’humour et la
tragédie. » Madame Figaro
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Hervé Le Corre
PRENDRE LES LOUPS POUR DES
CHIENS
(Mistaking Wolves for Dogs)
Rivages, January 2017, 316 pages

The story is set in the south of France’s Gironde
region, a land of dark, dense forests, with
thousands of pine trees as far as the eye can see,
the monotony relieved only by the occasional
hunting blind. Oppressed by the silence, the lack
of trust and the hot, humid weather, these
unstable creatures will get caught up in a tragedy.
Like a stylistic continuation of Les Cœurs
déchiquetés, Hervé Le Corre’s latest novel will grab
readers by the throat, thanks to the atmosphere
and the powerfully incarnated characters, who are
trapped in an anxiety-inducing landscape that is
conducive to acting out one’s basest impulses.
In this cross between American and French
“rural noir” styles, Le Corre’s inimitable voice
rings out loud and clear.

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (E/O),
Greece (Ekdoseis tou eikostou
protou), Spain (Reservoir
Books/Penguin Random
House,).

◊

23,000 copies sold.

◊

Winner of: Prix Transfuge in
the category of French
suspense novel

Hervé Le Corre is a teacher. He attracted
attention from his very first novel, but it was 2004’s
L’HOMME AUX LÈVRES DE SAPHIR (“The Man
with Sapphire Lips”) that made him both a critically
acclaimed and a best-selling novelist. His popularity has
not waned since, as can be seen by the many literary
prizes, reviews and articles that have accompanied the
publication of each of his subsequent novels, particularly
APRÈS LA GUERRE (“After the War”).

“Hervé Le Corre, from Bordeaux, was discovered
late, but his spell-binding style has turned him
into one of the biggest names in French noir novels.
Or should I say THE biggest?” L’Obs

◊

Short-listed for: Prix des
lecteurs L'Express-BFM TV,
Grand Prix RTL / Lire 2017

◊

A realistic and sometimes raw
writing style that leads us deep
into Franck’s thoughts, which
range from awful to touching.

“With his latest novel, […] the author from
Bordeaux has found the very essence of noir,
eliminating every trace of artifice to reach the
barest bones of a timeless contemporary
drama.” Marianne

◊

A novel with a very urban
setting, including drug dealers,
rape and murder.

“Hervé Le Corre, a remarkable stylist, has
written a major work of “white trash” fiction, à la
française.” Figaro Magazine

◊

The suspense grows gradually,
revealing different facets of
the characters’ personalities
and motivations, which
sometimes border on madness.

“Hervé Le Corre has established himself as THE
master
of
French
contemporary
noir
fiction.” Sud-Ouest Dimanche

Hervé Le Corre is the successful author of
« Après la Guerre », he has many literary
prizes, reviews and articles that have
accompanied the publication of each of his
subsequent novels.
Franck, who is about 25, has just gotten out of jail
after doing time for a hold-up committed along
with his older brother. He is welcomed back into
the fold of a toxic family: the dirty, double-dealing
dad who fixes stolen cars for collectors; the bitter,
hostile mom; the violent, neurotic daughter,
Jessica, with her all-consuming sex drive; and her
daughter, Rachel, a quiet, solitary and mysterious
child who absorbs herself in her childlike games.

“Hervé Le Corre […] finds the right words, the
emotion-filled
sentences
of
overwhelming
simplicity, as he did in one of his best novels, LES
COEURS DÉCHIQUETÉS. This book also
reminds us of those American authors that portray
forgotten towns and lost and conquered people, with
their savage stories and dry poetry, like Larry
Brown for example. And that’s not faint praise!”
Télérama
“Hervé Le Corre’s noir novels have what we like
so much about the American author James Sallis,
also published by Editions Rivages: sudden
outbursts of violence, and a kind of philosophical
absurdity paired with vibrant writing.” Le
Monde des Livres
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Agnès Martin-Lugand
J’AI TOUJOURS CETTE MUSIQUE
DANS LA TÊTE
(I Can’t Get The Music Out Of My Mind)
Michel Lafon, March 2017, 363 pages

◊

Rights sold in Russia (AST/
Corpus).

◊

Offers from Czech Republic &
Slovakia.

◊

Currently under option in
Bulgaria.

◊

A comfortably established love
story overturned by the arrival
of a new character, who turns
the story into a psychological
thrille

◊

Thanks to the alternating
points of view of the three
main characters, Agnès
Martin-Lugand brings an
innovative and exciting
rhythm to her tale.

◊

The new novel by Agnès
Martin-Lugand whose books
have sold over 1 million copies.

◊

A novel with an innovative
narrative approach.

◊

Appealing characters.

new client, Tristan, Yanis finally makes his dream
come true and strikes out on his own. But as the
project drags on and on, and as Yanis loses both
money and faith in himself, he sees his marriage
begin to fall apart. The dream has turned into a
nightmare. Tristan seems to have some kind of
hidden agenda. What if everything that was
happening was planned? Can Yanis break out of
this downward spiral without dragging Véra
down with him? Will their relationship survive
the toxic goals of those around them?
Agnès
Martin-Lugand,
novelist
and
psychologist, is one of France’s most prominent and
internationally renowned writers. Her first four novels
have sold over 1 million copies. After the success of
DESOLEE, JE SUIS ATTENDUE and LES GENS
HEUREUX LISENT ET BOIVENT DU CAFÉ
(Happy People Read and Drink Coffee)+ adaptation
cinématographique, J’AI TOUJOURS CETTE
CHANSON DANS LA TÊTE is her fifth novel
published by Michel Lafon,

The story of a threesome composed of a
couple in love and a man who envies their
happiness, who will lead them into a spiral that
he hopes will be destructive enough to put an
end to their happiness.
Yanis and Véra, in their forties, seem to have it all.
They still love each other as madly as when they
first met, and have three wonderful children.
Yanis, a creative and innovative architect, works
with Vera’s brother, Luc, who is more cautious
and pragmatic. But their partnership is on the
rocks because of a new project that Luc refuses to
have anything to do with. Encouraged by his wife
and by the financial support of an unexpected
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Gilles Paris
LE VERTIGE DES FALAISES
(Cliff Dizzy)
Plon, April 2017, 240 pages

A story in which nothing is what it seems, and
masks fall one by one. Could one person know
all of the family’s secrets without anyone’s
realizing it?
Born in the suburbs of Paris in 1959, Gilles
Paris has been working in communication and eventplanning for over 20 years. His first novel, PAPA ET
MAMAN SONT MORTS (Mom and Dad are Dead),
came out in 1991. It was followed by
AUTOBIOGRAPHIE
D’UNE
COURGETTE,
(2002), AU PAYS DES KANGOUROUS (2012),
which won several literary prizes, and L’ÉTÉ DES
LUCIOLES (2014).

◊

A tale in which nothing is what
it seems, and masks fall one by
one.

◊

The emotional complexity
gradually unravels the strands
of this extraordinary tale.

◊

From the grassy meadows to
the paths by the sea, nature
shows itself to be as cruel as
the long-buried truth.

After his best-selling Autobiography of a
Zucchini, Gilles Paris’s latest novel features
Marnie, a sassy teen; her mother, Rose and
her grandmother, Olivia: three women with
strong personalities.
On a wild and almost deserted island, Marnie, a
sassy teen; her mother, Rose, who is unwell; and
her grandmother, Olivia, live in a glass-and-steel
house perched atop a cliff. Glass, the house, was
built by Marnie’s grandfather, Aristide, who died
of a heart attack.
When the story begins, Marnie and Olivia are at
the funeral of Luc de Mortemer, the girl’s father,
who died in a car accident. Not far from their
glass house live Prudence, the caretaker, and her
blind daughter, Jane. All the men are dead; only
the women are there to relate both the past and
the present. But a teenaged boy, Vincy, develops a
crush on Marnie and convinces her to come to the
mainland. In this novel with multiple narrators, in
which all the characters – including a priest, a
doctor, a florist, a hairdresser and many more –
speak in the first person, we soon become aware
of the cracks in the seemingly smooth façade of
the most powerful family on the Island.
Appearances can be misleading, and Olivia and
Marnie have a tendency to embellish the truth.
Could one person know all of the family’s secrets
without anyone realizing it?
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Philippe Ségur
EXTERMINATION DES
CLOPORTES
(Exterminating Wood Lice)
Buchet Chastel, January 2017, 290 pages

spending his evenings watching all seven seasons
of The Sopranos? But that’s not going to help
make him rich and famous either.
There is one possible solution: walk away from
the rat-race and go to live in the countryside. As
Don Dechine says, you can’t really produce a
masterpiece unless you’re out in the country. And
soon, equipped with invincible confidence and a
sense of humor, Betty and he will go on a quest
for the ideal house, try to get rid of their
unsellable apartment and get lost in the ruthless
and mysterious world of real estate.
A misleadingly light-hearted novel that uses
humor to speak the truth about the gaping voids
in modern society.

◊

English samples available.

◊

The book’s central characters,
a married couple, have wellordered lives, while their
ambitions turn out to be
superficial. The cowardice and
procrastination they display so
systematically, day after day,
makes them terribly
endearing.

◊

◊

Readers will recognize
Philippe Ségur’s signature
style in this book that although
it is droll, is also deadly
serious, because it deals with
sickness, the real-estate crisis,
and the day-to-day effects of
job insecurity.
Totally surreal yet quite
realistic. Anyone who has ever
had to deal with a real-estate
agent or a bank adviser will
recognize – to the last comma –
the double-talk with which
those professions so skillfully
pull the wool over people’s
eyes.

Professor of constitutional law and political
philosophy at Perpignan University. Has been writing
since a very young age. Has written six novels, all
published
by
Buchet
Chastel,
including
MÉTAPHYSIQUE DU CHIEN (2002, Renaudot des
Lycéens Prize, POÉTIQUE DE L’ÉGORGEUR
(2004),
SEULEMENT
L’AMOUR
(2006),
VACANCE AU PAYS PERDU (2008) and LE RÊVE
DE L’HOMME LUCIDE (2012).

« Philippe Ségur signe une fiction burlesque au
ton caustique. » Livres Hebdo
« Philippe Ségur, lui, a la vue sûre. Et ses
personnages, tous burlesques nous font nous
esclaffer. Mieux, ils nous consolent. Chez lui, pas
besoin d’être un crack pour vivre heureux. Enfin,
une bonne nouvelle. » Le Figaro magazine
« On connaît bien la prose ironique et distanciée
de l’auteur, son goût pour l’absurde, le burlesque.
Ce nouvel opus ne déçoit pas. » Prima
« Ce roman satirique et drôle est parfait pour
commencer l’année en souriant. » Bruno
d’Epenoux. Télé Z

In a society in crisis, a man dreams of a better
life, despite everything. And so begin the
adventures of a future literary giant who wakes
up one morning with a wood bug in his eye!
Aside from his passion for his wife, Betty, Don
Dechine has one purpose in life: writing. The
thing is though, that it isn’t easy to write a
sensational novel when you teach at a high school
and after the day’s indignities, you still have to
deal with an obnoxious neighbor, the annoyances
of apartment living, tax harassment and parking
tickets. So how could anyone blame him for
20
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Tanguy Viel
ARTICLE 353 DU CODE PÉNAL
(Ordinance nr 353 of the Penal Code)
Éditions de Minuit, January 2017, 176 pages

ago, the inhabitants’ peaceful lives are about to
radically change when Lazenec arrives in town. A
rich property developer who buys the domain of
the castle that was falling apart in order to
develop a building complex. His promise ? Turn
this desolate and remote foggy town into a great
sea resort, the “new Saint Tropez”. But several
months, years, pass and the project doesn’t evolve
much: the site is nothing but mud and ruins. Most
of the inhabitants have invested in a parcel, and
are all victim of a scam that will ruin their lives.
Tanguy Viel is a French literary author
published by Minuit, born in 1973. He has been
laureate of the Vila Medicis in 2003. He is translated in
several languages (notably by Neri Pozza in Italy) and
has been translated by De Arbeiderspers in the past.

◊

Rights sold in: Italy (Neri
Pozza), Germany
(Wagenbach), Greece (Polis).

◊

Short-listed for the Prix Anais
Nin.

◊

The story of characters that
are cheaters or dreamers (in
reaction of a disappointing
life) struggling with their
destiny.

◊

A powerful story, literary and
very accessible with an
endearing character/tragic
hero we relate to, a noir
cinematographic seaside
setting and a powerful end that
carries humanity and hope.

◊

A colloquial and yet poetical
language, filled with beautiful
and insightful images, many of
them related to the sea.

Through an elegant, uncluttered and wellmastered writing, we learn of a murder judged
not as a murder but as a human story within a
social reality: this is the account of a man and
the decisions he took in his life.

« Écrit dans une langue savante et spontanée.
On s’émeut. Et on entend même souffler le vent,
force 10. Un grand livre. Le jugement est sans
appel. » L’Obs
Ce roman noir sous couverture blanche est un
polar social où le désabusement tient lieu de
suspense, une tragédie humaine déguisée en thriller
maritime, la confession chabrolienne d’un
meurtrier qui a tout perdu, sauf sa dignité et même
son honnêteté. Tout cela écrit dans une langue
aussi savante que spontanée et construit –
contrairement aux Grands Sables – avec la science
d’un architecte spécialisé dans les trompe-l’œil, les
balcons filants et les lignes de fuite. On frémit. On
s’émeut. Et on entend même souffler le vent, force
10. Un grand livre. Ce jugement est sans appel.
« Suspense réussi. » Le Monde
« Avec Article 353 du code pénal Tanguy Viel
signe son roman le plus réaliste. » Libération
« La confession d’un ouvrier breton floué par la
vie et conduit à l’irréparable. Puissant roman d’un
auteur passé maître dans l’usage de toutes les
nuances de gris. » Télérama

We are in Brittany, on a semi island not far from
Brest. There is a bridge, which takes you there,
which is flooded twice a day. The shipyard has
recently closed. Half of the population lived from
its revenue. But each of the workers, such as
Martial Kermeur, has been given a generous
settlement. One night, while they are fishing crabs
and lobsters, Kermeur pushes Antoine Lazenec
overboard and watches him drown. After being
arrested, he is asked by a freshly appointed judge
(30 years old) to recount the facts, the story, from
the beginning.
That is how we learn of the biggest scam which
ever happened in this part of the world. 6 years
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Živko Cingo
LA GRANDE EAU
(The Great Water)
Le Nouvel Attila / Mon Agent & Cie, February
2016, 224 pages

« On peut aujourd’hui redécouvrir cette
ténébreuse fable d’apprentissage, dont l’onirisme de
la langue et la fulgurance des images écrasent tout
discours attendu. » Lire
« Un roman perturbant. » Le Matricule des
anges
« Véritable texte d’enfance, habité par une voix
extraordinaire qui saisit toute l’affectivité qu’un
regard d’enfant peut contenir, empreint d’une
naïveté qui est la seule réponse à tout ce qu’il y a de
machiavélique, de planifié, de préformaté dans le
regard adulte. » Paludes
« Živko Čingo transforme en une poignante et
poétiquement déroutante fable enfantine les drames
de la mise en place d’un totalitarisme sous
pression, au début de la Guerre Froide. » Hugues
Robert, librairie Charybde

◊

Translated fom Macedonian
language by Maria Béjanovska.

◊

Illustrated by Giovanna
Ranaldi.

◊

The Great Water, movie
(2004) directed by Ivo
Trajkov.

A moving and gripping novel about
totalitarianism of the beginnings of the Cold
War.
Two children, Lem and Isaac, live in an
orphanage surrounded by walls as high as the sky.
They try to see the Great Water, symbol of
freedom, through a hole in the wall. We are in an
institution governed by a dictator, without any
space left to the imagination except this hole,
which channels hopes, words and prayers. Lem
tells this living nightmare, as if there were no
future, as if the adults could not believe them, as if
everything was too unreal to be true. Gradually,
the walls are covered with red letters, the sky
becomes full of flames, a red wind carries the stars
and drought threat.

« Ce roman, véritable ‘trésor oublié’, est une
fable poignante et déroutante sur fond de
totalitarisme aux débuts de la Guerre Froide. Un
crève-cœur ! » Librairie Mots et Cie
(Carcassonne)
« Texte de funambule, équilibre précaire mais
tenu, entre deux univers qui ne devraient jamais se
croiser : celui, carcéral, d’un orphelinat d’un pays
de l’Est, et celle de la liberté, qui malgré toutes les
violences, les humiliations, les mensonges,
s’insinue, coule, envahit les esprits. Ces deux
atmosphères et leur contamination réciproque, font
toute la chair de ce texte, insolite, poétique et
politique. » Librairie Le texte libre (Cognac)
« La Grande Eau est plus une œuvre de poète
que de romancier, une eau-forte plus qu’un
témoignage. Un livre d’inspiration insolite ou
fantastique. » RongeMaille, libraire du
Triangle masqué
« Très beau et très joli (magnifiques
illustrations) livre dont la force poétique fait que ce
texte reste, vous hante… » Aurélie Jardel,
librairie l’Autre Rive (Toulouse) dans Le
Temps des libraires sur France Culture

The first short stories of Živko Cingo (19351987) were published in 1957. He studied literature and
worked as a journalist and director of the Macedonian
National Theatre. It was part of the new wave of
emerging writers on the Macedonian literary scene after
the Second World War. PRIX NOCTURNE 2014.

« Un conte au lyrisme noir irradié par l’amitié
de deux orphelins, où un enfant au rire invincible
initie son ami à la force du rêve. Les saisons, la
rigueur du climat, le froid glacial, la tempête
tissent une trame météorologique qui soutient le
flux tendu de l’écriture. » Libération
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Albertine Sarrazin
L’ASTRAGALE
(Astragal)
Fayard, 1965, new edition 2013, 256 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Italy
(Bompiani), The Netherlands
(De Bezige Bij), Turkey
(EverestEnglish), USA (New
Directions), UK (Serpent’s
Tail), Germany (Hanser
Berlin), Russia (Corpus),
Greece (Patakis), Spain (Seix
Barral), China (Shanghai
Century Publishing), Sweden
(Natur&Kultur), Norway
(Cappelen) and Denmark (The
People’s Press).

◊

Full English translation
available!

◊

Albertine writes with rage. She
is committed and fascinating.
She narrates her scandalous
life with a smooth beautiful
writing that intertwines slang
vocabulary with poetic
passages.

◊

A vibrant, impertinent
character who chooses a
passionate life, even burn their
wings, like a French Bonnie &
Clyde.

◊

Foreword by Patti Smith,
adapted several times to the
cinema (the latest film,
directed by Brigitte Sy was
released in April 2015). A cult
autobiographical novel, in
which the author artistically
transcends her life.

Anne is sprawled at the foot of a wall, gazing up at
the window ten meters above her head. She’s just
jumped from it. In this daring prison escape, she
has broken a bone in her ankle, the astragal from
which the book takes its name, and can only half
crawl, half drag herself to the roadside. Picked up
by the handsome Julien, she soon realizes that he
too is familiar with the wrong side of the law;
without hesitating, he takes this nineteen year old,
wild-eyed stranger on the run. From hide-out to
hide-out, through months of physical pain
tempered by a growing love for the strong but
tender man at her side, Anne uses all her nerve
and cunning to keep hold of her increasingly
precious freedom.
Simple, poignant, tender, this story burns with
a humor and irreverence that draw the reader
in, and carry us along the incredible journey
that Anne makes from the prison wall, and
along the roads that lead her back.
“A unique woman and a rare writer” Figaro
“She has the serious and disciplined style of a
young delinquent whose every word counts before a
judge. Her human experience was as dark as her
literary temperament was illuminated; a good mix
that led her, hands and feet finally loosened, to
achieve an immortal artistic beauty” Patrick
Besson
“Sarrazin’s career may have been tragically
curtailed, but her legacy is a novel that grateful
readers are discovering now, almost 50 years after
her death.” PopMatters
“Smith’s essay and Sarrazin’s crackling and
incandescent prose make Astragal a gift, a
memento of a decade that was both rough and
radical, yet full of potential, and the testament of
two astonishing lives, one real, one fictive, both
self-invented and utterly extraordinary.” Elle

A powerful novel first published in 1966.
This autobiographical novel is a gripping tale
smuggled out of prison on grubby pages and
went on to sell millions of copies
worldwide, enchanting readers with its poetic,
spirited and colorful prose.
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Hélène Gestern
L’ODEUR DE LA FORÊT
(The Smell Of The Forest)
Arléa, August 2016, 706 pages

Elizabeth, who resumes work after months of
mourning the death of her husband, will gain
interest in Willecot’s story who had to quit his
astronomy studies and to endure war horrors
everyday. She starts looking for Diane, a young
woman the lieutenant was desperately in love
with. She scans each photographs he took in the
trenches, observing that behind those smiles and
those aligned regiments lies another tragedy : the
one descendants will have to face later on, during
the World war II.
This story is the one of a quest for love and a
quest for remembrance and understanding of
the past. A journey through time will bring the
main charater into the depths of memory of
what it took to be a soldier. By doing so,
Elizabeth will also have to face her fear of love,
and will gain confidence in others.

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(Fischer).

◊

English sample chapter
available.

◊

Was long-listed for the Prix
Fémina.

◊

This is Hélène Gestern’s
fourth novel. She tackles again
her favorite themes such as
memory, puzzle, and the
power of photography which is
in this novel omnipresent.

◊

The writer’s ability to
intertwine stories of past and
present times: both the
physical and psychological
horrors of trench warfare, the
troubled times and heroic
occupation, and the narrator’s
present life.

◊

A multiple layered narration
intermingling newspapers,
correspondence, and the
narrator’s telling.

Hélène Gestern is the author of three others
books published by Arléa. Her first novel, LES GENS
SUR LA PHOTO (“The People in the Photo”) has sold
over 60,000 copies and has been translated in English
and Italian.

« Une traversée du XXe siècle où s’enchevêtrent
l’horreur de la guerre des tranchées, la période
trouble et héroïque de l’Occupation et notre époque.
Pianotant avec élégance sur ses thèmes fétiches –
la perte, la mémoire ou le pouvoir de la
photographie-, l’auteur célèbre aussi la force
inattendue de l’amour. » La Gazette

A brilliant literary and feminine novel
intertwining the tragic destinies of French
families during WWI and the story of a
contemporary woman who is recovering from a
painful loss.
Elizabeth Batory, a historian of photography, is
given one day a collection of letters and a photo
album of Alban Willecot, a lieutenant who died at
war in 1917. He was a friend of one of the greatest
poets of his time, Anatole Massis, and had with
him an extensive correspondence. Initially
spurred by the hope of finding answers to Massis,
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Yannick Grannec
LE BAL MÉCANIQUE
(The Metal Party)
Anne Carrière, August 2016, 544 pages

live out her dreams of an aesthetic utopia.
Although they are separated by two generations,
Magda and Josh experience the same existential
dilemmas and trouble becoming mature adults.
Yannick Grannec’s first novel, LA DÉESSE
DES PETITES VICTOIRES sold over 150,000 copies
and was widely and enthusiastically praised (Prix des
Libraires 2013, Prix Fondation Prince Pierre de
Monaco 2013) and rights were sold in: USA/UK
(Other Press), the Netherlands (De Arbeiderspers),
Austria/Germany (Ecowin Verlag/Lessingstrasse 6),
Spain & Latin America (Alfaguara), Italy (Longanesi),
Czech Republic (Argo), Russia (Ripol Classic), Greece
(Alexandreia). LE BAL MÉCANIQUE is her second
novel.

◊

Was short-listed for the prix
Fnac and the Prix Monde.

◊

This fascinating novel is at
once a historical saga, a family
drama and an existential quest.

◊

Yannick Grannec pays tribute
to “modern” artists and their
utopias, in a novel that
transmits an abiding passion
for art and history.

◊

Alongside characters ranging
from Paul Klee and Otto Dix
to reality-TV-show producers
and desperate housewives, the
author addresses timeless
questions like family ties and
parents’ role from birth to
adulthood.

“In this ambitious 500-page, extremely welldocumented saga, erudition plays hide and seek
with fiction. The novelist has created multiple
settings, voices, characters - both fictional and real
- viewpoints and flashbacks. The book is adorned
with missives and emails, powerful dialogues and
well-tempered contemplations” Le Figaro
“Prolific and erudite, Yannick Grannec’s second
novel covers a century of art and history, making
us as familiar with the students of Bauhaus, the
famous German art school of the interwar period,
as with a modern reality show. Her itinerary is the
family tree of a painter from Saint-Paul.” Le
Monde

A saga of the avant-garde artistic world in
interwar Germany. Spanning a backdrop of
two centuries of modern art, persecution and
famous people, the author explores notions of
kinship and parenthood, and the ties that make
a family.
In present-day Chicago, Josh is the star presenter
of a reality-TV show. His trick is helping
dysfunctional families learn to get along better by
redoing their interior decorating. As he is
adjusting to the idea of becoming a father late in
life, he learns about the death of his own father,
and the secrets that have poisoned four
generations of his family are finally revealed to
him.
Munich, 1930: Brilliant, radical Magda is a
student at the Bauhaus. The daughter of a Jewish
art dealer and the goddaughter of Paul Klee, the
driving force behind avant-garde “degenerate” art,
she is also the mother of Carl, who she will leave
behind with her parents so she can go to Russia to
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Jérôme Leroy
UN PEU TARD DANS LA SAISON
(A Little Late in the Season)
La Table Ronde, January 2017, 256 pages

working as a secret service captain. But is that the
only reason why she is spying on him, ready to
interfere with his private life and intimacy, thus
disobeying orders from her superiors?
A vertiginous
anticipation.

and

unmasking

novel

of

Jérôme Leroy was born in 1964 in Rouen.
His novels LE BLOC (Prix Michel Lebrun, 2012) and
L’ANGE GARDIEN (Prix des lecteurs des Quais du
Polar, 2015) were published by Gallimard. La Table
Ronde has published UN DERNIER VERRE EN
ATLANTIDE (2010), LES JOURS D’APRÈS
(2015), SAUF DANS LES CHANSONS (2015) and
JUGAN (2015) and, in the series La Petite Vermillon:
MONAIE
BLEUE
(2009),
LA
MINUTE
PRESCRITE POUR L’ASSAUT (2017) and
COMME UN FAUTEUIL VOLTAIRE DANS UNE
BIBLIOTHÈQUE EN RUINE (2017).

◊

Leroy seizes one more time
one of his favourite subjects:
the political struggle, civil
disobedience and extreme leftwing groups.

◊

Through a reflection upon love
relationships among adults
who are no longer young and
passionate, Jérôme Leroy
portrays a political and
sentimental helplessness that
destroys the frontiers between
fiction and essay.

◊

The author digs deeper into
the autobiographic vein he had
started with JUGAN. UN
PEU TARD DANS LA
SAISON is a vertiginous and
unmasking novel of
anticipation.

« Un roman de politique fiction aussi sombre que
passionnant » Agence France Presse
« Sans guerre nucléaire, mais atteinte d’une
étrange maladie sociale, Jérôme Leroy livre le
portrait d’une étonnante France postapocalypse. Roman de politique fiction, d
anticipation sociale, roman noir, roman du temps
enfui aussi, beaucoup, et roman d'amours défuntes
enfin, Un peU tard dans, la saison cst tout cela a
la fois » Le Matricule des Anges

Seventeen years later, in a remote place of the
southern region of Gers, where a new
civilization is born – the “Softness” –, Agnès
observes her daughter Ada and, meanwhile,
remembers her past with Trimbert – that man
who changed her life precisely when the world
was on the verge of disruption.
In 2015 or so, an unexplained and still covered up
phenomenon spreads among the society and
throws the government into a panic. For lack of
any better word, it has been called the “Eclipse”.
Thousands of people –from Minister to nurse,
from housewife to big boss – suddenly decide to
leave everything behind, to drop it, to give up, to
disappear. While France and Europe are sinking
into chaos, torn between terrorism and social
rebellion, Guillaume Trimbert, a weary middleaged writer at the end of the road, is likely to be
one of the candidates to the “Eclipse”. It is at least
the opinion of Agnès Delvaux, a young woman
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François Vallejo
UN DANGEREUX PLAISIR
(A Dangerous Pleasure)
Viviane Hamy, August 2016, 320 pages

◊

A journey around the dining
tables of France, in a tasty
writing style that’s reminiscent
of Muriel Barbery’s
Gourmandise.

◊

An anti-superhero who uses
his skill as a cook to wield
power over other people.

◊

François Vallejo is not one of
these writers who embroider
all their work with the same
subject. On the contrary, it is a
matter of honour for him to
explore entirely different
universes in every single one of
his novels.

◊

Only the elegance of his
writing and the subtlety of the
portraits can make the link
between his stories.

help him to try out his most extravagant recipes
while initiating him into love and sensuality.
François Vallejo teaches Literature. Viviane
Hamy has published him since 1998. His novel West
(2006) won the famous Prix du Livre Inter, and stayed
on the bestsellers’ lists for one year (135,000 copies
sold).

Élie Élian, the novel’s hero, fulfils his destiny
and becomes a talented chef. Cooking delivers
him experiences of love and success, and then
the fall...
Élie Élian is one of those children who push away
the plate his parents give him. He lingers at the
back of the newly opened restaurant in his
neighbourhood. The gestures he notices and
smells from the kitchen reveal his destiny: he will
be a chef.
In the restaurants where he offers his services by
scrubbing pots and pans, he continues to study
and learn by what he sees. But, after breaking one
too many dishes, Élie is shown the door. On the
street, he mixes with shady characters who try to
teach him the art of « dining and dashing ».
His first attempt in a modest restaurant will lead
to the meeting of a lifetime. Jeanne Maudor, the
widow of a great chef who died on the job, will
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Hélène Couturier
IL ÉTAIT COMBIEN DE FOIS
(Once Upon How Many Times)

woman who meets people who listen to music until the
break of day.

« Un conte féroce et drôle. » Le Monde des
Livres

Le Dilettante, January 2017, 160 pages

◊

A story about our innermost
contradictions, for desire
never ceases and because there
are clearly as many ways of
viewing relationships as there
are people.

◊

The author has moved away
from her favourite genre, noir
fiction, to draw us into the
nightlife of her adopted city,
Barcelona.

Torn between the guilt of infidelity and the
monotony of fidelity, Mathilde has always lied a
lot. So when her partner asks her how many
times she has been unfaithful, she goes on
lying.
The question casts a big chill, and after a brutal,
sarcastic settling of scores, which scrutinizes the
couple, her partner leaves her. She could break
down. She ought to. But she decides – just so as
not to be like a woman who has just been jilted –
to go out on the town, her recently adopted town,
Barcelona. Mathilde has always loved nightlife, its
bars and its parties, and thinks that fifty is an age
when anything goes.
Through a series of strange encounters wavering
between tragedy and comedy, two portraits
emerge, that of a woman who wants to remain the
owner of her desires and that of a town, which,
come night time, turns into a vast play area for
adults.
Hélène Couturier doesn’t write a lot but is
interested in a lot of things, especially people, in
particular those she meets in bars and listen to music
until the break of day. She finally determines to sit
down in front of her computer to tell us the story of a
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Régine Detambel
TROIS EX
(Three Exes)

« Des portraits de femmes qui ne plièrent
pas sous le joug d'une misogynie flamboyante. De
beaux exemples. » Page

Actes Sud, January 2017, 144 pages

« Rédigé d'une écriture hachée, nerveuse, le livre
surprend par sa langue. » La Marseillaise/Midi
Libre
« Un brillant petit biopic, comme on dit à
Cannes, inventif, puissant, libre ». L’Obs
« D’une plume pertinente Régine Detambel fait
le portait vérité de ses trois mariages – et autant de
naufrages – avec une force qui fait trembler. »
Marie France

◊

Short-listed for the Prix
France Télévision.

◊

A novel that gives a voice to
three wives who flew too close
to the flame as each in turn
describes the pleasures and the
drama of married life with a
holy monster.

The proud and tormented artist August
Strindberg got married three times – three
terrible failed and destructive marriages which
were poisoned by jealousy and paranoia and
complicated by poverty and a strong penchant
for absinthe…
Strindberg made his spouses pay the price for his
restricted means, transforming married life into a
living hell and also drawing ferocious inspiration
from it, avenging himself through works which
were shot through with a destructive joy.

« Le rythme rapide, le trait ferme et précis, elle
pique la curiosité et suscite l’intérêt pour un grand
écrivain qui fit beaucoup de mal et s’y détruisit
raison et santé. » La Libre Belgique
« Les admirateurs de Strindberg sauront aussi
reconnaître en filigrane les mots de l’auteur, que
Detambel reprend, en ventriloque impeccable. » En
attendant Nadeau
« Ce n’est pas le moindre des mérites du livre que
de redonner une existence et une place à trois
femmes dont la vie, fort heureusement pour elles,
ne se limite pas au rôle d’épouse de Strindberg. »
Diacritik
« Un beau livre, magnifiquement écrit, personnel
aussi dans la mesure où l’auteur s’insinue avec
brio dans les trames des narrations. » La Cause
Littéraire

Delving into the mind of each one of them and
handing over the reins of the narrative to each in
their turn, Régine Detambel conjures up with a
rare intensity the fury of a tormented soul who
was one of the first to lay bare on the stage the
untameable nature of desire and the agonies of
conjugal life.
The author of a body of work of the first rank,
Régine Detambel has published several books with
Actes Sud, including: SON CORPS EXTRÊME
(2011),
OPÉRA
SÉRIEUX
(2012
),
LA
SPLENDEUR (2014), LE CHASTE MONDE
(2015), LES LIVRES PRENNENT SOIN DE NOUS
(2015).

« D'une superbe maîtrise stylistique, ce bref et
dense roman de Régine Detambel brosse le portrait
d'un grand artiste et homme détestable
(…) Passionnant. » Madame Figaro
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Julien Dufresne-Lamy
DEUX CIGARETTES DANS LE
NOIR
(Two Cigarettes in the Dark)
Belfond, January 2017, 304 pages

« C'est également une présentation de ce qu'a été
la vie de la célèbre danseuse et chorégraphe Pina
Bausch. L'auteur reprend d'une façon étonnante
toute sa vie en l'intégrant parfaitement au récit, ce
qui m'a permis de découvrir cette femme que je ne
connaissais pas.
Brillant et original, une nouveauté de cette
rentrée à découvrir. » Psychedeslivres.com

◊

An original way to dive into
the life of famous
choreographer Pina Bausch.

A powerful novel which encompasses
motherhood, dance, life and death…
Clémentine works in a perfume factory and is
expecting a baby. When the contractions start,
she jumps into her car – her own body wracked
with pain as she is on the point of giving birth to
another, she hits a third body, right in the middle
of the road. In pain, she averts her gaze, telling
herself that this is no time to stop. A few minutes
later, she is already in the labour room. When she
returns home alone with her baby, she learns of
the death in Paris two days earlier of the
choreographer Pina Bausch. Clémentine thinks
back: a thin figure and long grey hair… So it was
Pina whom she mowed down – she killed a genius
in the act of bringing her child into the world.
Is this postnatal depression, or was there
genuinely an accident? A bewildered Clémentine
immerses herself in the world of the deceased
dancer, renting out the films of her ballets from
the local media library and watching them for
hours on end while breast-feeding Barnabé. Soon
enough, it will be time to start back at the factory,
so while Barnabé spends his first weeks in the
world at his mother's breast, deprived of any
external contact, Clémentine spends her first
hours in the company of Pina, who in due course
will awaken something deep within her. But
what?
Julien Dufresne-Lamy was born 1987 and is
a teacher of literature. He has already published two
novels: a children's book, DANS MA TÊTE, JE
M’APPELLE ALICE (Stock, 2012) and MAUVAIS
JOUEURS (Actes Sud junior, 2016).
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Arnaud Guillon
EN AMOUREUX
(Romantic Getaway)
Héloïse d’Ormesson, March 2017, 175 pages

◊

The author portrays the
complexity of human emotions
-- desire, attachment, betrayal
– insightfully and nonjudgmentally.

◊

With tremendous sincerity, the
style reflects and transcribes
the intensity of a love that
flares up and disappears
suddenly.

◊

Resolutely human characters
capable of both loving and
unintentionally hurting each
other, that readers will find
endearing and easy to identify
with.

Nimier Prize for ÉCUME PALACE, which was
followed in 2002 by 15 AOÛT both published by Arléa.
TABLEAU DE CHASSE (Trophies) received the
2015 Henri de Régnier Prize (from the Académie
Française).

Thadée and Ninon’s marriage has been on the
rocks for months. Then Ninon falls head over
heels in love with Paul, a single filmmaker, with
whom she has an intense, passionate affair. She is
considering asking Thadée for a divorce. Over the
summer, before dashing off to steal some time
with Paul in Greece, she decides to spend two
weeks with her family at her parents’ beach house
on Porquerolles, an island off the coast of the
French Riviera. But when she meets up with Paul
in Paros afterwards, she’s not the same and she
seems distant to him. She admits that her family
vacation got her marriage back on track, and that
when she realized she still cares about her
husband, she stopped feeling anything for Paul.
Sincerely sorry, but unaware of how deeply she’s
hurting him, she spends a few days with Paul,
offering unwelcome friendship before leaving him
for good to go back to her husband and son.
With tremendous sincerity and maturity,
Arnaud Guillon offers us a love story that is
both beautiful and cruel.
Born in Caen in 1964, Arnaud Guillon is a
novelist. DAISY PRINTEMPS 69, his debut novel,
was published by Plon in 1998. He won the 2000 Roger
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Baptiste Beaulieu
LA BALLADE DE L’ENFANT GRIS
(The Ballad of the Grey Child)
Fayard/ Mazarine, September 2016, 400 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Spain (Grijalbo
/ Penguin Random House).

◊

The story is told in elegantly
intertwined voices: the
doctor’s, as he tells his young
patient fables to reassure him,
as well as his mother’s life
story; and the mother’s, via the
diary.

◊

A book in a similar vein to
OSCAR AND THE LADY IN
PINK, which draws readers
into the world of a pediatric
ward, with its codes and its
imagination

◊

The universal theme of the
mother/child relationship –
which all women will relate to
– is handled with subtle
insight.

In this way, he is able to explain his mother’s past
and the circumstances of his own birth to the gray
child.
A plot that addresses difficult topics tactfully
and intelligently: from discovering one’s
sexuality to rape, religion and above all, how
difficult it can be to accept the role of mother.
30-year-old GP, Baptiste Beaulieu is the
author of the acclaimed ALORS VOILÀ: LES 1001
VIES DES URGENCES (Fayard, 2013), translated
into fourteen languages and the winner of the Prix
France Culture “Lire dans le Noir.” His second novel,
ALORS VOUS NE SEREZ PLUS JAMAIS TRISTE
(Fayard, 2015), was awarded the 2016 Prix
Méditerranéen des Lycéens.

The latest novel by Baptiste Baulieu stays true
to the moving themes inspired by his
experience as a doctor: the need to reassure
both patients and their families, living in
proximity with death, hospital life.
Noah, nicknamed No’, is a gray-skinned child
suffering from an incurable blood disease. He is
under the care of Jo’, a pediatric intern, who he
becomes very close to as his mother’s visits
become more and more infrequent. Jo’ decides to
accompany the gray child in his final days, and
No’s mother agrees to confide the child to him.
Guided by a diary she kept for Noah, Jo’ starts an
investigation that takes him from Rome to
Jerusalem on the trail of that mysterious woman.
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Boris Bergmann
DÉSERTEUR
(Deserter)
Calmann-Lévy, August 2016, 232 pages

From mutiny to massacre, sabotage to escape, the
former hacker/fake soldier finally makes a
decision: even if he fails to destroy the drones, he
makes his first conscious act when he escapes to
the desert. Becoming a deserter allows him to
finally become human.
Boris Bergmann took the French literary
scene by storm as a teen with his first novel, VIENS LA
QUE JE TE TUE MA BELLE (“Come Here So I Can
Kill You, My Lovely”) which in 2007 received an
exceptional Prix de Flore Best Novel by a Teen, which
was created specifically for him. A veritable publishing
phenomenon – both for his youth and for his talent –
his third novel, DESERTEUR, will be published by
Calmann-Lévy in autumn 2016.

« Un roman halluciné où la technologie s’habille
d’une dimension fantastique. » Le Magazine
Littéraire
◊

Was shortlisted for Prix
Wepler-Fondation la Poste
and Prix de Flore.

◊

Totally credible social science
fiction, the story of youth in
search of commitment.

◊

Undeniable literary talent,
with a range of influences,
from Houellebecq
(SOUMISSION) to Robert A.
Heinlein (Starship Troopers)
via Matrix.

◊

A striking book, well-served by
a raw, but subtle style, which
leaves the ending open to
interpretation.

« Dans ce roman génialement glaçant ne
résistent au désastre que les mots, leur flot et leur
force […] Bergmann, styliste enfiévré, fait valser
la langue, l’enivre de métaphores audacieuses et de
formules bien balancées. balancées. » La Vie

Boris Bergmann, 24, a prodigy of French
literature brings us his third striking novel,
which outlines new forms of political
commitment and resistance.
Paris, towards 2030. In response to unpredictable
attacks by terrorist armies striking at the heart of
its capital cities, Western forces have declared a
new kind of war: total, absent and perpetual, with
neither frontlines nor cannon fodder, a war waged
by remote-controlled drones that shoot geolocalized targets. After his girlfriend leaves him, a
young hacker in the midst of an existential crisis
decides to abandon digital resistance and enlist in
the French Army. This hitherto shapeless man,
with no identity – typical of post-modern, ultraconnected society – suddenly finds himself
confronted with an unknown world: the Army,
which is going through its own crisis, and is a
cross between the old guard and a hi-tech startup. In a barricaded camp in the Middle East,
with desert as far as the eye can see, the young
man tires to reconnect to the physical world, as he
sees his fellow soldiers lose their minds from
spilling so much invisible bloods through lines of
code.
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Frédéric Couderc
LE JOUR SE LÈVE ET CE
N’EST PAS LE TIEN
(The Day Rises And It Is Not Yours)
Héloïse d’Ormesson, September 2016, 336 pages

« Histoire d’amours et destin tragique, un très
beau roman à l’écriture vive, captivante,
émouvante. » Librairie Pages d’écriture
« Tout en modernisant la thématique cubaine,
Frédéric Couderc agrandit l’espace politique de son
roman pour en faire un grand livre intimiste
balayé par les vents de l’Histoire. Une réussite. »
Historia
« Un beau et passionnant roman d’amour, une
écriture nerveuse, l’auteur excelle dans ses allers et
retours entre les deux époques sans jamais nous
égarer. Un pur roman d’évasion. » Sud Ouest

◊

Was long-listed for the Prix du
roman Fnac 2016.

◊

A passionate love affair
between a woman and a heroic
guerrilla paternally protected
by Fidel Castro.

◊

Inspired by the history of the
Cuban Revolution.

◊

A fascinating investigation
from Long Island to Havana.

A breathtaking and sentimental thriller in which
love does not go well with power and a political
novel at once.
Dorothy Parker wishes to be buried in the Long
Island Union cemetery. Her son Leonard has no
idea why but decides to clear up the mystery
surrounding his origins. His investigation takes
him back to 1959 in Havana where her mother
had an affair with a heroic guerilla and starts
discovering many secrets that will help him to
understand his true identity.
Frédéric Couderc is a great traveler. He lives
in Cape Town three months a year. He used to be an
international reporter and now dedicates himself to
writing fiction and teaches creative writing. His fifth
novel UN ETE BLANC ET NOIR (2013) has been
awarded the Prize of the Popular Novel.

« Ce roman, doté d’une conviction romanesque en
béton armé, nous entraîne dans une folle histoire
d’amour, une enquête dangereuse et des allersretours haletants entre La Havane de 1959 et celle
d’aujourd’hui. » Madame Figaro
“Un roman passionnant tendu entre deux
époques.” Elle
“Breathtaking.” Caryl Ferey
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Mano Gentil
TRÈS CHÈRE URSULE
(Dearest Ursule)
Serge Safran, January 2017, 240 pages

« Le mystère reste entier et cette romance
mondaine au rythme échevelé se double d’un polar
très réaliste, le tout enrobé d’une étude au vitriol
d'une époque où l’argent est roi et entraîne des
dérives complètement loufoques. Un vrai roman, à
lire sans faute pour, grâce à son humour délirant,
oublier la morosité ambiante. » Parutions.com
« Brillante mise en scène, ce roman cultive
l’intelligence et témoigne de la sagacité d’une
écrivaine jamais en manque d’imagination qui, à
la manière d’une éthnologue, étudie ses semblables
pour les croquer sans aménités. » Bruxelles
Culture

◊

A cross between a detective
novel and a dramatic comedy
for a real page-turner from
start to finish.

◊

Two opposing viewpoints of
life alternate, making for a
porous border between a very
prosaic reality and a very
lyrical imagination.

◊

Ranging from funny to
mysterious and even cruel
sometimes, the characters have
lots of character!

◊

A cynical view of the power of
money and of what that
implies.

Two views of the world confront each other in
this sparklingly lively novel with a caustic
sense of humor and tremendous lyricism… as
well as a police investigation and a vitriolic
portrait of a society in which money talks and
folly reigns.
Ursule, a rich heiress, has a plan: she wants to
organize a magnificent soirée in memory of her
late mother. She soon enlists the services of an
events agency, where she sets her sights on Julien
Pulmel, a promising young executive. Often late,
stressed out and disorganized, he has turned into
his colleagues’ whipping boy.
If Ursule’s personality had already attracted
suspicion beforehand, the event only adds fuel to
the fire. Is Ursule truly the scion of an aristocratic
family, or is she a daring imposter?
Mano Gentil, who was born in Grenoble in
1961, has written a number of books in different genres,
including
a
few
for
children.
After
LE
PHOTOGRAPHE (“The Photographer,” Syros) and
LE BERCEAU DE LA HONTE (“The Cradle of
Shame,” Calmann-Lévy), TRÈS CHÈRE URSULE is
her eighth novel.
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Thomas Coppey
DIVERTISSEMENT
(Entertainment)
Actes Sud, March 2017, 272 pages

◊

An acerbic novel about the
excesses of an image-obsessed
society and the ravages of
fame.

Once upon a time a princess of pop signed to
Disney, and then the queen of the stage and of
dance, the singer Eden was regular fodder for
the tabloids during her prolonged fall from
grace.
It is now 2022 and she has disappeared from the
television screens and the pages of the magazines.
Living off her career earnings and surrounded by
a few loyal stalwarts (her personal assistant, her
agent, her masseur and her father), she has not
appeared in public for ten years and is idly
watching the days go by without showing any hint
of boredom. A star TV presenter, whose job is
under threat at the station which he helped to
build into a success, offers Eden the chance of
making the headlines again by agreeing to appear
as the sole guest on the very last programme of his
big evening talk show…
Born in 1980, Thomas Coppey lives in Paris.
His first novel, the much-heralded POTENTIEL DU
SINISTRE (Actes Sud, 2013), won the Prix du roman
d’entreprise et du travail in 2014.
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Catherine Gucher
TRANSCOLORADO
Gaïa, January 2017, 176 pages

« Roman sur la part d’ombre qui existe en
chaque être, mais aussi sur la force de résilience,
Transcolorado est un livre émouvant, dont il est
difficile de tourner la dernière page, tant le combat
de Mary, pour accéder au bonheur, est captivant. »
La Provence
« Elle a perdu l’idée d’un but dans son existence
misérable, bien qu’elle rêve à des chevaux. Il
faudra le passage d’un homme décidé à réhabiliter
une forêt malade, un billet de la chance et une
communauté amish comme modèle à ne pas suivre
pour tracer une route nouvelle à travers des
montagnes ouvertes sur le ciel. » Le Soir
« Un roman ouvert sur l’amour et les grands
espaces. » L’Est Éclair

◊

◊

◊

A very endearing main
character who has to confront
her own dark past, an
encounter with the Amish and
even tornadoes in order to get
back to the only man who ever
reached out a helping hand to
her.
A lovely, poetic writing style
that draws readers into an
unusual atmosphere.
Readers will be carried away
by Colorado’s wide open
spaces, herds of wild horses
and cities that are reminiscent
of old Western movies.

A refreshing first novel in the spirit of American
“nature writing” style.
Every day, a sullen young woman takes the
Transcolorado bus alone, her mind wandering as
she stares out the window at the wide-open spaces
of Colorado. At the end of the line, she picks up
her welfare money and goes to Joe’s bar to drink
whiskey and coke. One day, an Indian called
Tommy walks through the door. They get back on
the bus together and head somewhere she’s never
been. Getting into gambling, he wins enough
money to invest in a cabin in the woods. But the
young woman has never gotten over the trauma of
her childhood. Unable to trust a man, she goes
back on the road alone. She will confront many
trials and tribulations before realizing that she
wants to journey through life with Tommy.

« L'histoire est très belle, les sentiments aussi.
[…] Un livre qui fait du bien, qui apaise. »
Librairie Jakin (Bayonne)
« Pour son premier roman, Catherine Gucher
crée un personnage naïf et sensible, un être à part
qui réalisera tant bien que mal «"qu’on ne peut
peut-être jamais savoir ce qui se passe au-dessous
du ciel en réalité. » Librairie Mollat
(Bordeaux)
« Superbe portrait de femme. On sent une
chaleur envers tous les personnages, une chaleur
communicative qui se diffuse dans toute cette
histoire émouvante que le lecteur ne peut oublier
une fois le livre achevé. » Danactu-résistance
« Transcolorado est un roman émouvant,
reposant, voire rafraîchissant ! » Librairie
L’oiseau lire (Visé)
« Des pins douglas, des pick-up déglingués, des
Amish, des chevaux Appaloosa… Mais surtout le
filtre singulier d'une fille étrange, abîmée par
l'enfance et errant sur les routes. Un premier
roman insolite et attachant. » Marie Hirigoyen,
Librairie Hirigoyen

Catherine Gucher was born in 1961 in
Chambéry, France. After spending her life as a social
worker for fifteen years, she becomes a teacherresearcher in sociology at the University of Grenoble.
Literature – especially Russian, and Northern
American ones, is a field that has always been dear to
her since she was a child. She sees it as a window to the
outside world.
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Catherine Locandro
POUR QUE RIEN NE S’EFFACE
(So That Nothing Is Forgotten)
Héloïse d’Ormesson, January 2017, 208 pages

Catherine Locandro was born in Nice in 1973
and now lives in Brussels. Her first novel, CLARA LA
NUIT (2005) received the René Fallet Prize. This
scriptwriter – awarded in 1997 for L’AMOUR EST À
RÉINVENTER, “ten love stories tinted by AIDS” – is
publishing her fifth novel with EHO, after LES
ANGES DÉÇUS (2007), FACE AU PACIFIQUE
(2009), L’ENFANT DE CALABRE (2013) and
L’HISTOIRE D’UN AMOUR (2014).

« Une intensité qui va crescendo à mesure que se
renouent en abyme les fils épars d’une famille
éclatée par un drame. » Madame Figaro

◊

A novel with multiple
narrators that describes the
many facets of an elusive
character, a former film star
who dies alone and forgotten
in a squalid apartment.

◊

A jigsaw-puzzle-like portrait of
the life of a young woman who
achieves posterity too soon and
spends the rest of her life
struggling not to be forgotten.

◊

Catherine Locandro, the
author of HISTOIRE D’UN
AMOUR, goes back to the
themes that are dear to her:
secrets, being forgotten and
subjectivity.

Just as a roll of film that would be rewinding,
this story begins at the end and slowly fills the
blanks about the death of an iconic movie star.

« Dans ce roman choral à la construction
virtuose, une dizaine de personnages racontent tour
à tour la vie et les blessures de cette actrice, qui a
marqué, par un seul rôle, la mémoire des
cinéphiles.
Habile
et
émouvant. »
culturebox.francetvinfo.fr
« Ce portrait choral tout en clair-obscur dévoile
l'envers du décor d'une héroïne de cinéma abîmée
par la vie. Un anti-conte de fées magnifique, mené
comme un polar. » Avantages
« Catherine Locandro, romancière aguerrie et
scénariste reconnue, conjugue dans son nouveau
roman ses deux talents. Pour que rien ne s'efface
est un livre noir mais subtil, très réussi »
Télématin
« De nombreuses voix s’élèvent dans ce roman
choral, puissant autant que délicat, comme un
hommage fait des morceaux de vérité que chacun
pensait détenir au sujet de la défunte. (…) Le
puzzle se dessine, grâce à l’écriture envoûtante de
Catherine Locandro, qui fait de cette femme
fascinante un véritable mystère… » Point de vue

The body of a 65-year-old lady is found in a
Parisian appartment, among magazines, scattered
photographs and empty bottles. However, the late
woman is far from being Jane Doe, she was in
fact an iconic actress. And a part that changed her
life turned out to also speed up her downfall.
What is the dark story creeping up behind her
tragic fate?
Twelve witnesses speak up – a nostalgic forensic
scientist, a neighbour who had become a friend or
yet again a lover forever hurt –, each one telling
their own truth about Lila. Through these voices,
Catherine Locandro slowly draws the outline of
her main character, filling up the blanks and
silences.
This novel, built as a choir, perfectly mirrors
the mecanism of existence, with its share of
encounters, avoidances and coincidences.
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Ludovic Roubaudi
CAMILLE ET MERVEILLE
(Camille & Merveille)

Fabrice Tassel
COURIR DANS LA NEIGE
(Running through the Snow)

Serge Safran, August 2016, 268 pages

Les Escales, February 2017, 240 pages

◊

Pocket rights sold (Folio).

◊

A mysterious investigation into
some surprising characters.

◊

Simple yet poetic language.

◊

The South of France provides
a sunny setting.

Blending narration and dialogue, the author
offers us a novel with an atmosphere worthy of
the darkest thrillers, yet pierced by the light of
true, pure love.
When he isn’t selling oyster knives at open-air
markets, or chatting with Nadège, the woman
who sells colanders, Camille tries to broker peace
between his feuding neighbors: Mme Fillolit, a
bitter old woman with Spanish roots; and Dlahba,
a grumpy Slavic bricklayer. When he meets
Merveille in front of their door, his heart skips a
beat and his life is overturned, even though it is
hard to know who the young woman really is, for
she is shrouded in mystery. Camille and Nadège
decide to investigate. Suddenly, they find
themselves being accused of terrible crimes, and
threatened. So they have no choice but to get to
the bottom of things and to expose the skeletons
in some families’ closets. From market to market,
from one end of France to the other, Camille and
Nadège try to find out more about the oh-so
alluring and oh-so enigmatic Merveille.
Ludovic Roubaudi is the author of several
novels: LES BALTRINGUES, LE 18, LES CHIENS
ECRASES, LE POURBOIRE DU CHRIST and,
CAROTIDE BLUES, DIABLO CORP?

“A singular writer, with a strange, tender, funny
world all his own: one that’s always filled with
lovely characters, and well-served by a lively
writing style brimming with clever nuggets,
especially in the dialogues. His Camille is
fabulous, his Merveille, marvelous, and their
“novel,” stunning.” Livres Hebdo

◊

Like an anti-Odyssey, this
subtle novel explores the
temptation of running back to
the womb, and the difficult
passage to adulthood, with
great humanity.

He’s 42, married, has two chidren and works
as a cook. Suddenly, being fired, he decides to
set back to his mother’s house...
He’s a husband and a father. A chef, too: the
perfect job for a man like him, who loves to
welcome guests to his table, and to bring out the
taste and flavor of food. But times are tough. For
a summer, perhaps the time he will need to take
stock of his life, the narrator has to go live with
his mother. Alone. He’s 42 years old. Summer
passes, the man stays.
In the beginning, the mother is thrilled. She has
her beloved son – and the impassioned
conversations and fabulous meals he is so fondof –
back. But her pleasure gradually turns into
concern. Her child has lost his ambition, he’s
getting bogged down, treading water, not going
anywhere. As snow covers the countryside, her
son is still there. The mother starts to wonder.
Doesn’t man’s very nature reside in movement?
Fabrice Tassel lives and works in Paris. He is
alsothe author of DÉRAISON D’ÉTAT (“State
Fallacy”, Denoël, 2012). with COURIR DANS LA
NEIGE, he has signed a vibrant novel about filiation.

“Le deuxième roman de Fabrice Tassel est un
roman d'amour fillial et maternel qui interroge les
rapports mère-fils et met en lumière toutes leurs
complexités.” Livres Hebdo
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOVEL
Michel Bernard
DEUX REMORDS DE CLAUDE
MONET
(Claude Monet’s Two Remorses)
La Table Ronde, August 2016, 224 pages

MICHEL BERNARD

DEUX REMORDS
DE

CLAUDE MONET
ROMAN

World War I – haunted the painter to the end of
his days.
We follow Monet’s rise to celebrity and cross
paths with Renoir and Sisely, Manet and Pissarro,
discovering the young man who is worried that
success is fleeting, as well as the old man in
Giverny, known around the world, who after
World War I would only show the portrait of
Camille on her death bed to his friend Georges
Clémenceau.
Michel Bernard is the author of MES
TOURS DE FRANCE (1999) and COMME UN
ENFANT, a fictionalized biography of Charles Trenet
(2003). After LA TRANCHÉE DE CALONNE in
2007 (Prix Erckmann-Chatrian), he published LA
MAISON DU DOCTEUR LAHEURTE (2008, Prix
Maurice Genevoix), LE CORPS DE LA FRANCE
(2010, Prix Erwan Bergot de l’Armée de Terre),
POUR GENEVOIX (2011), and LES FORÊTS DE
RAVEL (2015, Prix du Festival de Musiques de
Deauville).

LA TABLE RONDE

◊

Rights sold in: China (Sea
Sky).

◊

17,000 copies sold!

◊

Was long-listed for the Prix
Renaudot and in the final
selection for the Prix d’une vie
du Parisien Magazine.

◊

Short-listed for the prix
Feuille d’Or and the Grand
Prix de la Ville de SaintEtienne.

◊

With his clear, precise writing,
Michel Bernard perfectly
renders the way that intimacy
blends with history.

◊

The author documents the mad
joy of painting for a brilliant
artist who joined the dull
melancholy of time’s passing
with the nagging question of
wondering if he had loved his
two guardian angels nearly
enough.

« C’est tout le mérite de ce magnifique roman, de
donner vie à Claude Monet, d’en faire un homme de
chair placé dans son siècle et son pays, dont le cœur
bat secrètement au rythme de la vie intime et des
épreuves communes. » Salonlitteraire.com

A book that is both poignant and joyful, where
in the end a kind of paradoxical serenity
emerges: that of creation as a magnificent
challenge to time.
A story of love and death that – from the
Mediterranean side of the Cevennes mountains to
the shore of the English channel, from London to
Holland, from Paris to Normandy, from the Paris
Commune uprising of 1870 to the tragedy of
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Emmanuel Dongala
LA SONATE À BRIDGETOWER
(The Bridgetower Sonata)
Actes Sud, January 2017, 336 pages

d’apprentissage, biographique et historique avec
une écriture qui nous immerge dans cette époque
effervescente où s’élaborent les droits de l’homme et
du citoyen, et où l’on croise dans le même salon
Condorcet, Lavoisier et Olympe de Gouges. Voici
un roman comme on les aime, une balade
passionnante et enlevée dans l’Europe des
Lumières, un régal de lecture ! » Onlalu
« C’est extrêmement bien mené, très vivant. »
Radio classique
« De sa plume sortent des mots en or et des
histoires qui ont passionné les lecteurs. C’est un
personnage extraordinaire le père, je l’adore ! »
RFI

◊

Rights sold in Hungary (Ab
Ovo).

◊

Short-listed for the Prix
France Télévision and prix
Ouest France Etonnants
Voyageurs.

« On ne remerciera jamais assez Emmanuel
Dongala de redonner tout l'éclat qu'il mérite au
premier violoniste noir de l'Histoire dans ce roman
édifiant et passionnant. Bravo, et dommage que le
bis n’existe pas pour les écrivains. » RTL
« Une bio musicale en diable à lire allegro ma
non troppo. » Avantages

At the beginning of 1789, the 9-year-old violin
prodigy George Bridgetower arrived in Paris
with his father, a black man from Barbados
who used to pass himself off as a prince from
Abyssinia. Arriving from Austria, where George
had been taught by Haydn, they had come in
search of fame and fortune on the back of the
boy's talents…
Emmanuel Dongala reminds us that Beethoven's
Kreutzer Sonata was not composed for the
violinist Rodolphe Kreutzer but for a young
musician who has faded into obscurity. In telling
the tale of the boy's development as a violinist in
an age of major political, social and intellectual
upheavals, La Sonate à Bridgewater shines a light
on the paradoxes and accomplishments of the
Enlightenment.
Emmanuel Dongala has taught at the
University of Brazzaville and, following the outbreak of
civil war in the country, at Bard College at Simon’s
Rock in the United States. The author of several novels
and short stories, his 2010 book PHOTO DE
GROUPE AU BORD DU FLEUVE, published by
Actes Sud, was voted the best French novel of 2010 by
the readers of Lire magazine and won the AhmadouKourouma prize in 2011.

« L’écrivain congolais Emmanuel Dongala fait
revivre avec maestria l’incroyable destin de George
Bridgetower (1778-1860), virtuose oublié et ami de
Beethoven. Un regard frais et original, baigné de
grande musique. » Le Parisien Magazine
« Un roman à la fois brillant et populaire sur la
jeunesse de George Bridgetower. Emmanuel
Dongala écrit tout à la fois un roman
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Dominique Fortier
LA PORTE DU CIEL
(The Doorway to Heaven)
Les Escales, January 2017, 256 pages

together by a thread – the thread of sewing, the
thread of writing.
Like a cross between a dream and actual
history, Dominique Fortier portrays a
legendary America that is tearing itself apart –
the better to reinvent itself, and powerfully
poses the question of freedom.
Dominique Fortier is French-Canadian. After
a doctorate in French literature from McGill
University, she has worked, most notably, as a
translator. Her first novel, DU BON USAGE DES
ÉTOILES (“On the Proper Use of Stars”, 2008 and
translated in English language in 2010), won the “Gens
de Mer” Prize from the Étonnants voyageurs festival in
Saint Malo, France. Since then, she has written LES
LARMES DE SAINT LAURENT (“St. Laurent’s
Tears”) and, with Nicolas Dickner, RÉVOLUTIONS.
LA PORTE DU CIEL is her third novel.

◊

Long-listed for the Prix
Étonnants Voyageurs.

◊

An original perpective on the
Civil War through the story of
two little girls who are very
different yet will grow
together.

◊

A masterful writing and
original construction that
alternates between a very rich
main story and many
interesting historical
anecdotes.

◊

The author recreates the
atmosphere of the life of the
inhabitants of Southern US in
the middle of the 19th-century
and questions the reader about
freedom and racism in a
pertinent way.

As the American Civil War rages, two little girls
have nothing in common, two fates will
intertwine.

« Dominique Fortier maintient un suspense
jusqu’au bout du drame et de ce difficile chemin
vers la liberté, celle de la communauté noire, celle
de deux jeunes filles plombées par les traditions et
les préjugés. Un beau roman. » L’Obs
« Dominique Fortier s'est imposée dans la courte
liste des auteurs incontournables. Son troisième
roman, La porte du ciel, ne déçoit pas: on y
retrouve une auteure d'une grande maturité, à
l'écriture soignée, capable de parler de désirs
inassouvis et de fraternité sur fond de guerre civile
américaine. » Le Clap
« L'un des romans les plus en vue du moment ! »
TV5 Monde
« Un roman poétique où se côtoient le rêve et la
réalité, la grande et la petite histoire, la guerre et
l'amour, le bien et le mal. » Montréal Centre
Ville
« Un roman aux multiples voix, où la quête de
liberté prend tout son sens. » Avantages

In the heart of Louisiana and its cotton
plantations, two little girls grow up together. Yet
their lives are diametrically opposed. Eleanor is
white, and the daughter of a doctor; Eve is a
mulatto, and the daughter of a slave. Each is the
other’s shadow, both suffer a fate they didn’t
choose. Their lives will be filled with murmurs,
forbidden desires, back roads and byroads. But
above all, there will be the hue and cry of a war in
which brother will fight brother beneath two starspangled banners.
Further east, in Alabama, women will spend their
lives sewing together small squares of cloth.
Modern Penelopes waiting for their husbands,
fathers, sons to come back from the war. Their
quilts are like the United States: a patchwork held
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Stéphanie Hochet
L’ANIMAL ET SON BIOGRAPHE
(The Animal and Its Biographer)
Rivages, March 2017, 192 pages

◊

The subtle imbrication of
themes is enhanced with
humor, freshness and a
striking tone that grant the
novel its power.

Cleverly revisiting the myth of the Minotaur,
with both distance and irony, the author
continues the exploration of animal symbolism
that is so dear to her.
A novelist is invited to a book festival in the south
of France. She crisscrosses the backcountry,
presenting her book at campgrounds. After a
disconcerting stay at a house in the middle of
nowhere, she winds up meeting an important
person in the region, Vincent Charnot, the mayor
of Marnas. More than just a mayor, Charnot is a
sort of guru, a visionary who hopes that his
transgressive cultural projects will make a mark
on their time. He offers the novelist a commission
that seems strange, to say the least: the
“biography” of a species that has been extinct for
centuries, the aurochs, a prehistoric animal that is
emblematic of the masterpieces of the region’s
cave painting.
The aurochs fascinated the Nazis, who tried in
vain to revive it. Convinced by the mayor’s
arguments, and by the aurochs she is allowed to
see in secret, the novelist starts writing… soon
turning into a cog in the wheel of a conspiracy
that both disgusts and fascinates her.
Stéphanie Hochet has written several novels,
including COMBAT DE L’AMOUR ET DE LA
FAIM (“The Struggle Between Love and Hunger”
2009 Lilas Prize), UN ROMAN ANGLAIS (“An
English Novel”, Rivages, 2015), and a literary essay,
ELOGE DU CHAT (“In Praise of Cats”, Rivages
poche, 2016).
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Barbara Lecompte
L’ENCRIER DE MME DE SÉVIGNÉ
(The Inkwell of Madame De Sévigné)

Denis Lepée
L’INDIENNE ET LE CARDINAL
(The Indian Woman & the Cardinal)

Arléa, January 2017, 144 pages

Plon, March 2017, 336 pages

◊

Barbara Lecompte resurrected
the marquise, in an original
biography, taking the paths
crossed with feathers and
traveling inkers.

A mysterious Chinese office preserved in a
private mansion in the Marais, a manor in
Brittany, a castle in Provence and a treasure
that has passed through the centuries, the
correspondence of Madame de Sévigné.
Fascinating marquise! We follow her, we guess
her, stuck to her writing-desk, turns deep and
funny, mother worried, abusive, but indefatigable
lettermaker. As fond of readings by the fireplace
as royal invitations, she reveals herself between
the full and the delicate of her autograph letters
with incomparable flavor.
Barbara Lecompte lives in the south of
France. Arléa published MARQUISE AU PORTRAIT
in 2014. L’ENCRIER DE MADAME DE SÉVIGNÉ
is her fourth novel.

Between political intrigues and seduction, the
powerful Cardinal Richelieu and the
mysterious marquise of Rivière Sainte-Anne,
from Quebec, play fast and loose with both
their own futures and the kingdom’s. Games of
th
love and power in 17 century France.
Paris, 1630. The beautiful and mysterious
marquise of Rivière Sainte-Anne, recently arrived
in Paris from Quebec, in the colonies of New
France, has attracted everyone’s attention with
the lavish parties she throws.
She even catches the eye of Cardinal Richelieu,
the all-powerful First Minister, for whom the
New World is a hot political topic. The two of
them eye each other carefully before starting a
passionate, complex relationship in which neither
one lays all their cards on the table. In the
meantime, Paris– where the splendors of the court
exist alongside crushing poverty– is shaken by a
series of unsolved murders and by extremely
violent political plots and confrontations. In this
dangerous
game
offreedom
and
desire,
vengeanceand ambition, they each risk their own
lives and futures... and the kingdom’s as well.
A specialist in history, philosophy and
political science, Denis Lépée has written five novels .
Allof which also came out in paperback (Pocket) and
have been translated in many countries.

« L'ensemble est un excellent roman de cape et
d'épée. Le roman n'a absolument pas la lourdeur
de ces essais historiques avec bas de page et
érudition étalée, bien aucontraire. Denis Lépée
conte l'histoire à hauteur d'homme. Il n'écrit pas.
Il filme. » Le Figaro
« Avec un sens du dialogue et une trame
haletante, l'auteur nous plonge dans un Paris en
ébullition, au coeur des jeux de pouvoir, alors que
la couronne d'Henri III vacille. Captivant. »
Historia
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COMMERCIAL FICTION
Angélique Barbérat
LA VIE ENFUIE DE MARTHA K
(The Vanished Life of Martha K)

Raised by a Russian grandfather that told her
fairy tales throughout her childhood, Angélique
Barbérat writes since she’s a child. After the success of
L’INSTANT
PRECIS
OÙ
LES
DESTINS
S’ENTREMÊLENT and BERTRAND ET LOLA, she
offers a new and beautiful novel.

Michel Lafon, February 2017, 400 pages

◊

A narrator who is endearing,
even though her life is a blank
page: she doesn’t know
anything about herself, and
neither do we, so readers and
the narrator learn about her
life together over the course of
the book.

◊

A passionate love story that
will enchant romantics.

◊

The suspense never lets up;
this is a real page-turner, all
the way to the final revelation.

This story explores the mysteries of identity
through the moving character of Martha, in
search of a love story lost in the byways of her
memory.
Found in the trailer of a truck in Germany at the
Polish border, with only a tube of lipstick in her
pockets, Martha is unable to remember her
identity. Nobody knows how she got there. Her
amnesia is complete. She goes back home to her
husband and son, where everything concurs to
prove that they are indeed her family. She slowly
tries to regain her forgotten life.
Yet, over time, something feels wrong. She does
not recognize herself in this life that she must
learn evertyhing about. Martha is convinced part
of herself has disappeared, when a name emerges
from her memory. She decides to investigate.
What was she doing in that trailer on that far
away road, on an icy morning in January? She
looks for a connection with her job and wonders,
above all, why there is this constant feeling that
something - or someone - is terribly missing in her
life.
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Lorraine Fouchet
LES COULEURS DE LA VIE
(The Colours of Life)
Héloïse d’Ormesson, March 2017, 200 pages

Virginie Grimaldi
LE PARFUM DU BONHEUR EST
PLUS FORT SOUS LA PLUIE
(The Smell of Happiness is Stronger in The
Rain)
Fayard, May 2017, 480 pages

◊

Under option in Poland.

◊

This book encompasses all the
previous magical ingredients
that made Lorraine Fouchet’s
success : colourful characters,
Brittany as a backdrop, music.

◊

A wonderful hymn to life and
to the small joys that shape it.

◊

The reader will identify with
the endearing and fanciful
characters in search of truth
and meaning in life.

In this optimistic novel, Lorraine Fouchet
depicts old age as a pivotal time of life, full of
regrets, worries and hopes.
When Kim leaves her native Groix (a picturesque
island off the coast of Brittany) to work in Antibes
as Gilonne’s caretaker, she is deeply moved by the
relationship between this retired actress and
Côme, her obliging son. Against all odds, she
grows fond of Gilonne, despite her ill-tempered
nature. But one day, she finds out by chance that
Côme passed away a long time ago. Shaken to her
core, she wonders who this man really is, and why
Gilonne insists upon calling him her son. From
then onwards, driven by her own curiosity and
her affection for these two tortured yet touching
souls, Kim decides to investigate and elucidate this
mystery.

◊

Under option in Czech
Republic.

Can feelings be revived once they have faded?
Does love really conquer all?
“I don’t love you anymore,” five short words that
bring Pauline’s world crashing down. Her
husband is leaving her, and she finds herself back
at her parents’ house with her four-year-old son.
She had always prided herself on being in control,
but this time she isn’t so sure she’s going to make
it – until one day she decides to fight back. Ben
may have forgotten he loved her, and that they
were happy together, but she’ll just have to
remind him. She decides to write him a letter a
day about memories they shared.
Virginie Grimaldi gives us a story of love, loss,
family, and life in a penetrating account that
moves us from laughter to tears.
Virginie Grimaldi is the author of two novels:
LE PREMIER JOUR DU RESTE DE MA VIE
(winner of the 2014 Prix Ecrire Aufeminin) and TU
COMPRENDRAS QUAND TU SERAS PLUS
GRANDE, currently being adapted for film.

As if often the case, appearances can sometimes
be deceiving.
Born in 1956, Lorraine Fouchet is a former
emergency physician. She is the author of fifteen
novels, including ENTRE CIEL ET LOU, published in
2016, which won the Brittany prize and the Ouest
Prize. She now lives between the suburb of Paris and
the island of Groix.
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Paul Ivoire
À CHACUN SON RÊVE
(To Each Their Own Dream)
Anne Carrière, March 2017, 295 pages

◊

The narrator answers the
question “What would you do
if you won the lottery?”, with a
wonderfully off-beat idea that
no one would have guessed

◊

Lots of unexpected plot twists,
and an enjoyable (re)introduction to a rural,
working-class French setting.

◊

It’s very entertaining to the see
the narrator’s life, which
seemed to be following the
beaten path, suddenly go off
on a tangent he has trouble
keeping up with.

At 49, Paul Ivoire lives in a small village in
Burgundy with his wife and four children. A scientist,
he has been an agricultural engineer, then a territorial
engineer before becoming a stay-at-home dad. He now
devotes himself to his writing, music and creating shows
for children. À CHACUN SON RÊVE is his first novel
for adults.

Sylvain Balmont, a salesman in a foodprocessing company, scoops the Euromillions
jackpot thanks to a homeless man and his
reaction is one of a kind.
His first reaction is to find the tramp, thank him
and help him whatever way he can. But in the
meantime, his benefactor has died. His
investigations take him to Villard-sur-Armançon,
a village of two hundred souls in a remote part of
Burgundy, near Alesia. There, two farming
families – veritable clans – are engaged in an
absurd war in which Rosa seems to have been
somehow involved.
In spite of himself, Sylvain unearths secrets that
the mayor had hoped to keep buried. The conflict
between the two men reaches absurd proportions,
each goading the other to the end of his tether.
But with the help of his millions, the Parisian
holds his ground. In the middle of the quarrels
that grip the village, he finally finds a way to
honour his benefactor’s memory by fulfilling
Rosa’s childhood dream: a tad crazy project that
will keep the mayor in a state of apoplexy for a
long time to come!
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Laurence Peyrin
MISS CYCLONE
(Miss Hurricane)

hurricane Bob, the Lewinsky case, and 9/11) as
dramatically reflected in the intimate upheavals in
the young heroines’ lives.

Calmann Lévy, March 2017 350 pages

Laurence Peyrin has been a newspaper
reporter for the past twenty years. She now dedicates
her time to writing. Her first no- vel, La drôle de vie de
Zelda Zonk (Published by Kero), was awarded the
Prix Maison de la Presse in 2015. Miss Cyclone is her
third novel.

◊

French sale : Book club
(GLM) Paperback (Pocket).

◊

A new and refreshing view of
New York City from the 1980s
to the 2010s, as seen through
the eyes of two young women.

◊

A tale of both friendship and
love, and how those
relationship are affected by
turn-of-the-century historical
events …

A tale of lasting friendship between two young
women in New York, at four key moments in
the life of the city that never sleeps.
Miss Cyclone is Angela. A 16 year-old Italian
brunette with generous curves and a timid nature,
whose destiny is all planned out: a few years from
now, she will marry Nick Spoleto. Because
Angela was raised in the impoverished projects of
this legendary seaside resort, Coney Island. The
district is cheerful and bright during the summer,
with a bustling fairground, but dreary and
ghostlike in the winter, when the carousels stop
turning.
Angela has a friend, June, who is her polar
opposite: slender and ethereal, blond, the
daughter of rich and disinterested parents, who
only swears by her freedom and independence.
There is nothing that should have brought these
two together, and yet they understand each other
better than anyone. Yet a secret lies between both
friends.
Laurence Peyrin evokes the strength and
uniqueness of sisterhood and friendship in the
most luminous manner, through four stages of the
lives of Angela and June. Four very crucial
periods that coincide with four memorable events
in New York History (the death of John Lennon,
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Laurence Peyrin
LA DRÔLE DE VIE DE ZELDA
ZONK
(The Surprising Life of Zelda Zonk)
Kero, May 2015, 393 pages

want? Hanna winds up moving to New York with
Jeffrey and giving birth to Michael’s daughter,
while respecting his need for freedom. Zelda dies
before Hanna can figure out her secret… but in
the end, does it really matter?
« Une pointe d’humour, d’amour et du suspense :
les ingrédients sont réunis pour nous ravir jusqu’à
la dernière page. » Maxi
« Une enquête menée avec tendresse. » Le Soir
(Belgique)

◊

Prix Maison de la Presse 2015.

◊

French Paperback sold
(Pocket).

◊

English sample available.

◊

You’ll laugh and you’ll cry
with these charismatic, lively
characters.

◊

Thoughts about the meaning of
life, and about getting a second
chance that will appeal to
women of all ages and will
make them want to breathe a
bit of magic into their own
lives.

Hanna’s encounter with Zelda, who is 85, has
a profound effect on the younger woman, after
a terrible accident, gets a chance to step back
and think about what she really wants out of
life.
Hanna lives in a village in Ireland with her
husband Jeffrey and her niece. A car accident
puts her in the hospital, where she realizes that
she is lucky to be alive. In the convalescence
home, Hanna gets to know Zelda Zonk, her
roommate, an upbeat and cheerful old woman of
85, who spends most of her time doing
embroidery. As time goes by and they talk about
their lives, a deep friendship gradually grows
between the two women, leading Hanna to think
about what she really wants out of life. Is she truly
happy with the life she lives? Hanna eventually
becomes convinced that Zelda is actually Marilyn
Monroe, since Zelda Zonk was one of the movie
star’s pseudonyms.
As she explores Zelda’s life story, she’s really
looking for herself. An affair with Michael,
Zelda’s sexy and unfettered son, will change her
convictions. What kind of life does she really
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Laurence Peyrin
HANNAH
Kero, November 2015, 277 pages

Michelle Ballanger
IL EST TEMPS DE SUIVRE UN
RÉGIME ET D’APPRENDRE À
VOLER
(A Time to Diet and Earn One's Wings)
Le Rouergue, May 2017, 272 pages

[NO COVER DESIGN YET]

Sometimes it can take twenty years to write a
letter, but it is high time to go on a diet and to
learn how to fly – Adam's big moment has
come, and he is not alone in this.
◊

For books and cupcakes lovers.

◊

A gallery of endearing
characters.

After the success OF LA DRÔLE DE VIE DE
ZELDA ZONK, another delightful charmer of a
novel, to be savored like one of Hanna’s
cupcakes !
The Pemberley bookstore is where you can find
that amazing book you didn’t know you wanted,
where you can rest your feet and indulge in some
delicious cupcakes. Hanna has turned the place
into an oasis for weary travelers, for she is one
herself. After a painful breakup, this is where she
has come to recover with her little daughter
Eleanor.
But Hanna has no idea that she is not the only one
who is hiding something about her past. Her new
husband, her sister and even her most faithful
clients, old eccentric professor Allenwood and
young Russian expat Elena, all of them are
jealously guarding some secrets that will need
only the tiniest spark to tear Hanna’s carefully
constructed new life apart...

Adam is a kind of “public” writer – on behalf of
the inhabitants of his small town, he writes
anonymous letters, love letters, and letters for
those who are close to hand or else have long
since departed but have never been forgotten. His
own wife and daughter have long since departed
the family home, which Adam shares with a
tenant – the old, fat and dirty Dragos. He has
little time to think about himself, which is a
positive thing, because thinking about himself
involves thinking about the people he misses. But
as words take their natural course, there comes a
moment when he feels he has the strength to take
that step.
Michelle Ballanger lives in Eastern France,
where she is a primary school teacher. She is the author
of the children's novel LE BAL DES SAISONS,
published by 00H00.com in 2002. IL EST TEMPS DE
SUIVRE UN RÉGIME ET D’APPRENDRE À
VOLER is her first novel for adults.

Laurence Peyrin wrote for the press for 20
ans. With six mostly teenaged children, she now devotes
her time to fiction, isolating herself daily to write.

« Notons la plume alerte et rafraîchissante de
Laurence Peyrin, qui fait preuve d’un talent
d’écriture rare. Une véritable gourmandise. »
Metronews
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Camille Pujol
BLUE LA COULEUR DE MES
SECRETS
(Blue: The Color Of My Secrets)

over a million times. She is part of the Top Ten most
read French authors on the website.

Michel Lafon, January 2017, 224 pages

◊

Suspense, unexpected events
and plot twists are the
ingredients of this
breathtaking young adult
novel.

◊

The mysterious and yet
endearing main character will
intrigue the reader, who will
identify with her, and is eager
to discover and learn more
about her life and her love
story with a handsome young
man, Nathan.

Blue, seventeen years old, hides a terrible
secret that made her change her life radically.
She moved with her family, and is trying to
keep a low profile.
But her mysterious blue hair attracts everybody’s
attention, and students of her new high school
start rising questions. How can she try and mingle
with the rest of the students when she is starting
to receive anonymous letters, and when Nathan, a
shady young man who’s intention is to unveil her
secret?
Blue indeed hides a love story with a drug dealer
that ended badly: her father received a bullet and
was in a coma for two months. These events
forced her and her family to run away, after
giving away the name of the dealer to the police.
They changed life and identity. When she finally
succeeds in settling in Toulouse, her past haunts
her through anonymous letters, proving that the
dealer has found her and is ready to avenge
himself.
Camille Pujol, a sixteen-year-old girl,
passionate of reading and writing, is best known for her
self-publishing works on the Wattpad platform, where
she received a huge success. Her works have been read
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Nicolas Robin
JE NE SAIS PAS DIRE JE T’AIME
(I Don’t Know How to Say I love You)

Nicolas Robin, 40, is the author of ROLAND
EST MORT, published in 2016 by Les Editions Anne
Carrière.

Anne Carrière, April 2017, 260 pages

◊

Endearing characters who
realize that they need other
people to help them get over
their broken hearts and
disappointments.

◊

The structure, featuring 4
characters who meet up in
varying combinations, makes
for a lively and enjoyable read.

◊

Readers will recognize the
affection and sense of humor
they discovered in the author’s
last book, ROLAND EST
MORT, (Roland Is Dead).

In Paris, the city of love, the fates of four
characters who have been hurt or disappointed
by life become intertwined. All four will be
forced to rethink their lives in order to open up
to love and to learn to share their feelings.
Francine, a retiree, is trying to come to terms with
her mother’s rejection of her as a child, and to
pardon her for it. Juliette has a hard time having
a healthy relationship with other people.
Joachim’s girlfriend just broke up with him… on
live TV. Ben is folding in on himself as his
relationship gets worse every day.
They all wind up meeting, and sometimes talking,
in an apartment building on Rue Saint Denis.
Francine finally manages to reach out to Ben, her
son, who has started to believe in love again since
he saw Joachim on TV. Juliette meets Joachim,
and manages to trust him, and Joachim himself is
now able to open up.
If you have been wounded in love, if you’re
paralyzingly shy or an eternal romantic, this is the
novel for you.
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Michelle Tourneur
LA BALLERINE QUI RÊVAIT DE
LITTÉRATURE
(The Ballerina Who Dreamed of Literature)
Fayard, March 2017, 226 pages

◊

Two characters who have
nothing in common, who will
nevertheless become close, and
overcome obstacles in order to
be together.

◊

With a fluid and wellstructured style, the book
portrays the main characters’
shared passion for reading and
their evolution equally well.

◊

The author pays tribute to the
beauty of words and the
importance of literature with
excerpts from writers like
Marcel Proust, Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, Vladimir Nabokov
and others.

would kindly open a drawer for me. Thus begins
an unlikely pas de deux, but who, Victor or
Marie, is really leading the dance?
Michelle Tourneur is the bestselling author
of LA BEAUTÉ M’ASSASSINE (Fayard, 2013) and
CRISTAL NOIR (Fayard, 2015).

An unlikely pas de deux between a former
prima ballerina and a university professor.
Victor van de Walle is an accomplished scholar.
But when he goes into retirement after a brilliant
career in Paris, where he taught semiotics and
literature, he leaves everything behind, except for
his huge collection of books, he moves back the
town where he grew up. He encounters Marie
Scott Préaulx, a renowned prima ballerina whose
career had come to an end after an unfortunate
fall on stage. The former dancer has opened a
lingerie boutique, a place of sensuality and
mystery...
When Victor enters the shop he immediately
senses that dancing, for Marie, was tantamount to
fiction. But her stories were learned through
dance, not books. She says so herself, it is her
secret trauma, her unhealed wound: she had never
mastered the art of reading. Victor might be the
one to fill the void. He offers a trade: swap the
secrets of her lingerie shop for those in the pages
of his books – I’ll read a passage to you if you
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Aurélie Valognes
MINUTE PAPILLON
(The Butterfly Minute)
Marazine, April 2017, 200 pages

◊

You will laugh, cry and smile,
through the lives of everyday
heroes set in familiar context.

◊

The story brings unexpected
events until the last page.

Fresh start and second chances can happen!
Thirty-six-year-old Rose, a hardworking single
mom devoted to her son, loses everything in a
single day: her father, her job and her only son,
who has left home at the age of eighteen. But life
goes on so Rose accepts a job taking care of
Colette, an eccentric wealthy old lady who is
prone to panic attacks.
Hardly the dream career Rose was hoping for to
make a fresh start, but it just may turn out to be a
second chance…
Aurélie Valognes’s latest novel is a sheer
delight!
Aurélie Valognes is thirty-three. Her debut
novel, the French bestseller MÉMÉ DANS LES
ORTIES, earned her a huge readership worldwide.
Her second novel, NOS ADORABLES BELLESFILLES (Lafon, 2016) was also a popular success.
Valognes is a new and promising voice on the French
literary scene.
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Sophie de Villenoisy
JOYEUX SUICIDE ET BONNE
ANNÉE
(Merry Suicide and Happy New Year!)

That leaves me two months to get to know the real
me. Two months is very short. But it can also be
long, depending on what actually happens in the
meantime…”

Denoël, May 2016, 256 pages

Single, with a handful of friends, no parents, no
boyfriend and no children, Sylvie is convinced
that her life is meaningless. Suicide seems to be
the only appealing option. She is monitored by a
shrink called Franck, who imposes all kinds of
off-kilter challenges on her. But her mind is made
up: she is to commit suicide on December 25th.
However, an unexpected encounter with a
homeless woman will shake her beliefs to the core.
A merry comedy that will give you the desire to
live to the fullest.

◊

Rights sold in: Russia (AST),
Korea (Sodam & Taeil), Czech
Republic and Slovakia
(Albatros Media/Motto),
Romania (Lider).

◊

Feature film rights sold!

◊

France: pocket book rights
sold after a splendid auction!

◊

English sample chapter
available!

◊

A novel supported by Tatiana
de Rosnay and Delphine de
Vigan!

◊

In turn hilarious and moving, a
salutary read in today’s world:
it is a celebration of life
written with finesse and wit.

◊

At the crossroads of Frank
Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life
and Bridget Jones, the writing
style seduces the reader from
the very first lines, delivering a
most enjoyable mix of humor
and tenderness, with plenty of
surprises to boot.

Sophie de Villenoisy is a journalist and a
writer/scriptwriter. She is the author of several how-to
books for Éditions Leduc, and of eight humorous comic
books. The last one to date, BIEN FAIT !, a graphic
comedy, was released in 2015, at Éditions Delcourt.

Completely washed out, Sylvie, 40 years old,
single with no children, is about to end it all...
But a series of unexpected events will thwart
her plans!
“What are you doing for Christmas? I’ll commit
suicide, how about you? Of course, if you put
things like that, it may sound sinister, but at 45,
it’s my best option. It’s not like I’m leaving
mourning loved ones behind. I don’t desert a
husband and child. I don’t even have a dog, or a
cat, or a parrot, who’ll miss me.
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CRIME & SUSPENSE
Barbara Abel
JE SAIS PAS
(I Don’t Know)

David Humbert
KARST
Liana Lévi, April 2017, 384 pages

Belfond, October 2016, 432 pages

◊

A police investigation in which
the suspense grows ever more
intense, intertwined with an
introduction to the geology of
Normandy.

◊

A bold police inspector who
gets to the bottom of an
atypical case, thanks to his
intelligence and commitment.

◊

The story switches back and
forth between a fast-paced plot
and geological and
environmental information
presented in an reader-friendly
way that will increase peoples
awareness of these issues.

Barbara Abel immerses us in a gripping
domestic crime where the characters, who are
ordinary, regular people, irrevocably lose
control over their lives…
It's the day of the big event when the children at
Pinsons nursery school are going on an excursion
into the woods. The clement weather and the
shared enthusiasm of both the teachers and the
children create an end-of-term atmosphere.
Everything goes smoothly until it is time to go
home: when the register is taken, five-year-old
Emma, one of the pupils in the very young
Mylène Gilmont's class, is missing and a general
panic ensues. Two of the teachers take the other
children home in the coach while the other
teachers set out immediately in search of Emma.
Mylène goes off in a different direction to the
others and heads into the forest alone.
After half an hour of searching in vain, the police
are alerted and they deploy an impressive
contingent of officers. Inspector Dupuis' team
fans out into the forest with formidable efficiency
and soon enough Emma is found. The acute
anguish of her parents, Camille and Patrick, gives
way to equally immense relief. The little girl had
clearly been very scared but no actual harm had
come to her.
However, the search ends up continuing until
nightfall, because now it is Mylène who has gone
missing. Camille may have got her daughter back,
but what she doesn't realise is that the nightmare
for her is in fact only just beginning…
Barbara Abel was born in Belgium in 1969.
At 23, she wrote her first play. At 33, her first novel,
L'INSTINCT MATERNEL, won the Prix Cognac. JE
SAIS PAS is her 11th novel.

A brisk, well-documented crime novel about
geology and water pollution.
Lieutenant Paul Kubler has just been stationed in
Normandy when he is sent to investigate a case of
water pollution. He needs to work out both
exactly where the pollution is and where it’s
coming from. That leads him to reveal a vast
municipal plot intended to hide toxic waste, and to
preventing an ecological catastrophe.
Suspense, a feisty tone, an eye for detail, and
paciness characterize this thriller about water, a
precious public asset whose conservation often
clashes with private interests.
David Humbert was born in 1973 in France's
Franche-Comté. A geologist in Rouen, he has worked
for fifteen years on the protection of the groundwater
table of Upper Normandy from pollution. A scientific
journalist as well, he has contributed articles on
environmental questions to various magazines (notably
Science et Vie). KARST is his first crime novel.
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Virginie Jouannet
CAVALE
(On the Run)

More than a psychologic suspense, this is
a psychologic drama and the discovery of a
voice. A very feminine and sensual novel!

XO, January 2017, 418 pages

Virginie Jouannet has been writing drama,
poetry and short stories for several years. She lives in
Bayonne. CAVALE is her second novel.

◊

English partial translation
available

◊

A true literary revelation.

◊

You will dive in
this introspective and
compelling novel, immersed in
the heroin’s thoughts.

◊

The author pulls us into a
frenzy: a dramatic escape, on
the border of madness that
reveals, in a splendid manner,
the cruel power of the secrets
of guilt.

◊

A compelling novel, disturbing,
in turn disquieting and
tremendously sensual.

The desperate flight of a woman toward
freedom; a woman spied upon, stalked and
victimized by her own nightmares. A novel that
conveys, in a resplendent language, the cruel
power of secrets.
Jeanne has forgotten two hours of her life. Two
hours during which her companion was stabbed.
When the police arrive she only remembers
having woken up at his side, in a pool of blood.
Before that, nothing. Jeanne must get her
memory back. Quickly. When she begins
receiving anonymous phone calls she has no
choice. She flees.
During this wild escape she will have to untangle
the threads of her past and confront a childhood
guilt that has never ceased gnawing away at her.
Among strange settings – an oppressive and grey
town in the north, a quaint old-fashioned hotel on
the Atlantic coast, a luminous lake – here is the
intertwined story of a man and a woman beset by
doubt, fear and ghosts from the past.
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Dominique Sylvain
KABUKICHO
Viviane Hamy, October 2016, 230 pages

◊

Rights sold in: Italy
(66thand2nd).

◊

Kabukicho is a Tokyo
neighbourhood where
hostesses, gigolos, yakuzas and
other visitors of the night rub
shoulders with each other.

◊

Dominique Sylvain lived for
many years in Tokyo. She is
very familiar with Japanese
culture and positively
worships the novelist, Haruki
Murakami.

Dominique Sylvain, born in 1957, worked as
a journalist in Paris before relocating to Asia where she
lived for spells in Japan and Singapore. She is the
author of fourteen crime novels and many short stories.

Deep in Tokyo’s red-light district, Eros and
Thanatos are closely entwined: a heinous
murder takes place and an investigation is
conducted at lightning speed.
The seductive Yudai is a talented gigolo of
Kabukicho. In this universe full of appearances
and false confidence, he has made a friend, Kate
Sanders, a young British woman and hostess at
the Gaïa Club owned by the elegant Sanae. When
Kate disappears in mysterious circumstances,
Yudai, and her flatmate and colleague, Marie, are
overcome with worry.
Alerted by a disturbing photo of Kate asleep and a
message sent to his mobile, Kate’s father, Jason
Sanders, lands in Tokyo to try to find out what
has happened to his daughter. He moves heaven
and earth and steps up the investigation which is
unfolding at a rhythm set by the seemingly very
calm Superintendent Yamada.
But still waters run deep. Yamada locates the
victim’s mobile near Lake Chiba and manages to
find the body; Kate has been tied up and buried
alive in her prettiest dress. Which mysterious
lover had she met that day? The Kabukicho trap
seems to have closed over her.
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THRILLERS
Sandrine Collette
LES LARMES NOIRES SUR LA
TERRE
(The Black Tears on the Earth)
Denoel, February 2017, 320 pages

decided to get together to form an alliance, a closknit circle helping them all to face the violence of
the neighbourhood and the dark times they go
through. Soon enough, Moe and her boy are
adopted by Ada, the elderly one, who knows
herbs and plants, and treats the whole Yard; Jaja,
the warrior; Poule the survivor, the sweet MarieThé, and Nini, the one who cannot comes to terms
with her downfall, and still yearns for looking
pretty, and dancing and drinking and hoping...
She is the one who will bring calamity upon them
all.
Sandrine Collette was born in 1970. She
divides her life between her career as a writer and her
horse farm in Morvan. She previously wrote DES
NOEUDS D’ACIER (2013), UN VENT DE
CENDRES (2014), Six fourmis blanches (2015) and
IL RESTE LA POUSSIÈRE (2016). DES NOEUDS
D’ACIER met with public and critical success, sold
nearly 70,000 copies, and was awarded the 2013 Best
Crime Novel Award.

◊

A deeply moving dark and
social novel, set in the Dantelike Wrecking Yard.

◊

Female characters are the
heroines of a modern-day take
on The Thousand and One
Nights.

In a world in freefall, they are warriors who lost
it all, but still cling on to a few sparks of hope,
because they stand together. Their strength
lies in their capacity to stay together, support
one-another and stay clear-headed... If one of
them raises her head, all the girls might make
it alive.
It only took one. Just once, Moe made the wrong
decision and left her native island to follow a man
to Paris. She was only 20 then. Six years later, she
had become a wreck with a toddler at her side as
her sole possession, and ended up in a shelter for
the deprived. Its officials call it the High Dam, but
its inmates call it The Wrecking Yard.
The Wrecking Yard is a slum town consisting in
wedged wrecked cars where the destitute
residents live, and empty streets lined by bashed
cars. Each car has a number, and is attributed to
one person. For Moe, it’s number 2167, and a
grey 306 Peugeot. The backseats are gone, but
two towels were left for her and her baby boy.
The rules of the Wrecking Yard are simple: if she
wants to survive, she needs to work, for a few
euros each day. And if she decides to leave, she
will have to pay an exit charge, the equivalent of
13 years of hard work at least, if she manages to
spend next to nothing except milk for the baby
and rice for herself. As her life seems to be bent
on a downward spiral, finally something positive
happens: on her street, five female residents
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Thierry Crouzet & Didier Pittet
RÉSISTANTS
(Imune)

In this suspenseful novel, Katelyn explores a
public health labyrinth to confront an apocalyptic
future, a very real threat facing all of humankind.

Bragelonne, April 2017, 400 pages

Is the poisoner a murderer, or is he an agent of
change? And are Katelyn’s complex feelings for
him clouding her judgement?
In this novel, reality and fiction collide to turn
our blood col. Whilst the story is fiction, the
medical truths and dangers revealed are very
real.
Didier Pittet is, among other things, the
brilliant doctor who 'invented' hand hygiene thanks to
alcohol-based handrubs, and widely promoted its use,
saving millions of lives.

◊

Rights sold in: Turkey (Beyaz
Baykus).

◊

English sample chapters
available.

◊

By exposing the medical
system flaws and revealing a
possible antibiotic efficiancy
failure, Resistants is a book
with a message: together we
can save our lives if we act
now.

◊

Besides Yash and Katelyn, the
poisoner and the huntress, you
will meet scientists and
doctors who play their own
role in the fiction and
guarantee scientific accuracy.

◊

Crouzet is at the same time
scientific, captivating,
stimulating and thrilling.

◊

Built as a TV series, each
episode of RESISTANTS
makes you crave for the next
one.

Thierry Crouzet helped spread the word with
his previous book, which was translated into 15
languages, financed and distributed thanks to orders
from pharmaceutical companies

RESISTANTS is a medical thriller about
antibiotic
resistance,
an
increasingly
concerning issue for physicians all around the
world.
Each year, the superbugs The Bahamas. Katelyn,
a young medical student, has her dream summer
job: hostess on a billionaire’s yacht. She is having
the time of her life…until someone poisons all the
passengers. Why is she the sole survivor?
Recruited by the Anti-Bioterrorism Centre—the
ABC—Katelyn must pursue the poisoner, get
close to him.
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Sonja Delzongle
RÉCIDIVE
(Repeat Offense)
Denoël, April 2017, 320 pages

the new American moniker she chose to cover her
tracks. The face off she has long dreaded and
postponed is now inevitable. A confrontation with
the monster who killed her mother, but also with
the truth on the ghastly event that ruined her
childhood, a truth that turns out to be very
different from the one she thought she knew.
Through a masterful double structure taking the
readers in a back and forth waltz into Baxter’s
tormented mind and Kardec’s criminal intentions,
Hanah Baxter’s tragic past is finally revealed. A
past that explains the complex and tormented
personality of the recurring heroine from DUST
and QUAND LA NEIGE DANSE.

◊

A fast-paced story that
switches back and forth
between Hanah’s tortured
mind and her murderous
father’s bloodthirsty one
before the final showdown.

◊

A lush, complex plot in which
Hanah’s past is intertwined
with a mysterious boat that
ran aground in St. Malo a
century ago.

◊

The book takes us deep inside
the protagonists’ active minds,
offering us an up-close-andpersonal view of their tortured
souls.

Sonja Delzongle delivers a breathtaking face
off. She thereby confirms that Hanah Baxter
has become a central fictional figure in the
French contemporary thriller scene.
Born in 1967 from a French father and a
Serbian mother, Sonja Delzongle grew up between
Dijon and Serbia. She led a Bohemian life, working
various odd jobs (including running a night bar and
trading Asian and African artisanal artefacts) without
ever losing sight of writing. She now lives between
Lyon and the Drôme.

The famous profiler Hanah Baxter is finally
faced with a father she had denied and
forsaken. A merciless face off, a fight to the
death.
Saint-Malo, Bretagne, in early 2014. From the top
of the ramparts, an old man watches the waves
swell, enjoying his newfound freedom. Erwan
Kardec was just released from jail for health
issues. Twenty-five years ago, he killed his wife
with his bare hands while his 10-year-old
daughter Hanah was watching on. Nobody would
have found out about his crime if she had not
turned him in. He hates his daughter, and has
been longing to get even with her, and punish her
for her treason for twenty-five years. He has no
idea what has become of her. He needs to find and
kill her before he passes away.
New York City in early 2014. The profiler Hanah
Baxter is going through a rough patch. She fears
to discover what the real nature of the pain that
she feels under her ribs is. She feels like someone
is watching her, her anguish grows stronger each
day, and she does not understand what is
happening to her. She finally confronts the truth:
her father is out, and he will find her, in spite of
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Johana Gustawsson
MÖR
Bragelonne, March 2017, 75,000 words

combines passion for history with fascination for the
complexity of family ties. She delves into the roots of
evil to explore it in all its ramifications.

“Johana Gustawsson has taken the thriller into
a new dimension. Her subtle and surprising novels
are the fruit of an immense talent.” Karen
Sullivan, Orenda Books

◊

Full manuscript soon available
in English.

◊

Rights sold in UK (Orenda
Books).

◊

A grisly new challenge for our
favourite duo of female
investigators!

◊

A sombre and blood-soaked
thriller that echoes with the
ghosts of late 19th-century
London.

◊

A female-driven novel in which
all women, from the angel to
the devil, face adversity .

◊

Brisk and brilliant narration
that turns on a series of
breath-taking twists.

Torvsjön, 16 July 2015. The dismembered
body of a woman, minus several pounds of
flesh, is found on the shores of a Swedish
lake.
London. The profiler Emily Roy is called to a
crime scene. An actress has been abducted and
her shoes have been found nearby, neatly
wrapped in a freezer bag. These two crimes bear
all the hallmarks of Richard Hemfield, the “Terror
of Tower Hamlets”. But for the past decade he has
been in the high-security Broadmoor psychiatric
hospital, serving a life sentence for the murder of
six women. So how could he possibly be linked to
these latest crimes?
The tracking down of a voracious and terrifying
killer, plunging us into the labyrinth of a perverse
mind that harks back to the ill-famed streets of
Victorian London.
Johana Gustawsson was born in Marseille
and now lives in London with her husband and son.
BLOCK 46, her first novel, was a rapid success and has
been translated into several languages. Johana
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Johana Gustawsson
BLOCK 46

Nazi scientist who is intent on continuing his
experiments.

Bragelonne, October 2015, 227 pages

Johana Gustawson presents the first Emily
Roy-Alexis Castells investigation. With a dark
and chilling atmosphere, this psychological and
historical thriller has a truly unexpected
ending.
”An audacious writer, brimming with talent.”
R.J. Ellory

◊

Rights sold in: Czech Republic
(Vikend), UK (Orenda
Books), Italy (La
Corte), Brazil (Darkside).

◊

Full English translation
available!

◊

Nouvelle Plume d’argent 2016.

◊

A dark, raw thriller that leads
us on the trail of Nazi
monsters who took refuge in
Scandinavia.

◊

An investigation led by two
strong and mysterious women
who make their male
counterparts feel
uncomfortable.

◊

A well-documented,
masterfully executed detective
novel, very much in the same
vein as MILLENIUM.

◊

A duo of female investigators
consumed by their fascination
for serial killers.

2014: London is being terrorized by a serial
killer who is leaving mutilated bodies of little
boys all over the city.
Emily Roy, a brilliant profiler with an icy personal
manner, is taken aback when she finds out that a
woman’s body with the same mutilations has been
found in Sweden. Convinced that they are dealing
with a sociopathic duo, Emily leads the
investigation with the help of a French writer,
Alexis Castels. In addition to being specialized in
serial killers, Alexis is also an old friend of the
Swedish victim. The two women delve into the
tortured psyche of the two killers whose profile
gradually emerges: a father and son, the older man
is a death-camp survivor suffering from
Stockholm syndrome. Unless he is a front for a
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Olivier Norek
SURTENSIONS
(Over-Tension)
Michel Lafon, April 2016, 480 pages

“A cinematographic epic.” Le Monde
“A book that bowls you over. A perfectly
mastered first thriller.” Le Figaro Littéraire (‘coup
de cœur’ of the year)
“Lively. Intelligent. Striking. Sincere. Everyone
is talking about it...” Femmes d’Aujourd’hui
“A master of thriller-writing.” Elle
“A terrific page-turner that pulls no punches.”
Librairie Mollat
“An astonishingly realistic storyline, meticulous
dialogue and sense of dramatisation. Let’s hope he
reoffends!” L’Express
“Really good writing. Really good crafting.
Really good thriller.” France Inter

◊

Rights sold in: Spain.

◊

Winner of the European
thriller award 2016 Quai du
polar & le Point.

« Les polars d’Olivier Norek ne ressemblent à
aucun autre. » France Info

◊

The reader will be both
delighted and surprised by this
outcome.

◊

A realistic writing style.

◊

This story can be read
separatedly from the two first
volumes of the trilogy!

« Il est fortiche, Norek, qui excelle à renouveler
ses angles d’attaque - l’enfer du milieu carcéral,
l’argent comme éternel passe-droit. Pas de clichés,
pas de happy end. Son réalisme fait l’effet d’une
gifle. Reste une équipe soudée aux allures de
famille, des flics humains donc faillibles.
Attachants, forcément. » L’Express

In this third volume of a trilogy about the
Captain Coste’s investigations, the author
makes the characters reach their point of no
return.

« Avec son regard implacable sur notre époque et
nos malfrats, Olivier Norek a électrisé le jury. »
Le Point

Lost souls and crimes of passion: before
redemption, there is sometimes a need for
revenge. A sister accepts to risk her life for
helping her brother to escape from the most
dangerous prison in France. A father is willing to
do anything to save his family from four predators
that have penetrated into his house and ready to
stay as long as they need. Five criminals – a
paedophile, a murderer, a former Serbian
legionary, a kidnapper and a robber – end up in
the same story and Captain Coste gets involved in
this nest of vipers that is threatening all the
persons he cares the most about.
Olivier Norek has been a police Lieutenant at
the research section of the SDPJ 93 for 17 years. He is
the author of CODE 93 and TERRITOIRES, both
acclaimed by critics.

“Revelation of the year in French thrillers” RTL
“A story that keeps you on tenterhooks until the
last page. Great thriller writing.” L’Express
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Niko Tackian
TOXIQUE
(Toxic)

In other words, a painful start to the New Year
for Tomar, stuck between raging internal
battles and open conflicts.

Calmann Levy, January 2017, 304 pages

Born in 1973, Niko Tackian is a screenwriter,
director and novelist. His work in the audiovisual
landscape has been honoured on numerous occasions.
He received the libraries’ people’s choice Thriller
Award at the Cognac Thriller Festival, bestowed by 80
readers. He lives in Paris.

« Un excellent polar bien noir. Si vous aimez
Braquo, TOXIQUE est fait pour vous ! »
Jerôme Toledano, librairie Les Cyclades
« C'est émouvant, c'est palpitant » Gérard
Collard, librairie La Griffe Noire

◊

Rights sold in: Germany
(Piper Verlag) pre-empt.

◊

15.000 copies sold.

◊

French sales: Book-club
edition (GLM).

◊

Polish and Hungarian rights
not handled by Lester Agency.

Some people like to come into your life, some,
to exercise their power over you, and others to
seduce you in order to destroy you. They are
the toxic ones.
The Headmistress of an elementary school in the
suburbs of Paris is found murdered in her office.
Major Crimes sends in deputy police commander
Tomar Khan, chief of section 3, nicknamed the
Pitbull and known for feeling strongly about
violence against women. At first glance, the case
seems simple, and yet the many demons that
haunt Tomar have at least one advantage: he has
developed an uncanny instinct for detecting a
story that has more than meets the eye. And he
immediately gets that the pure violence of this
murder is just a false pretence.
While investigating with his unit, his life takes a
very dark turn. To begin with, he learns that the
body of a repeat rapist well known to him has
been found in the Bois de Boulogne... The last
time he’d seen him, in that same park, the Bob in
question had been pretty banged up from a
beating that he himself had given him, but alive.
Tomar is going to have make sure that this can’t
be traced back to him. And then, on the same day,
the thing that he’d been dreading for over twenty
years finally happens: the man that he sends
money to every single year to stay away from his
mother and his brother reappears, with foolproof
blackmailing material.
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Niko Tackian
LA NUIT N’EST JAMAIS
COMPLÈTE
(Night Is Never Complete)
Scrinéo, March 2016, 268 pages

time. A few forlorn houses of crumpled sheet
metal huddle together against the wind. This
abandoned mine will be their refuge… or their
worst nightmare: mysterious noises, the gruesome
discovery of children’s bones, the disappearance
of one member of the group and the amputation of
one leg of another... A journey into darkness that
Jimmy holds the key to, and for a very good
reason: the whole tale is in fact a nightmare
Jimmy had when he slipped into a coma after a
stroke.
A psychological thriller based on the themes of
psychic exploration and how the brain handles
trauma.

◊

French paperback rights
preempted (Pocket).

◊

English sample chapter
available.

◊

Breathtaking suspense and a
totally unexpected final plot
twist that isn’t revealed until
the last 30 pages.

◊

An efficient, cinematic writing
style.

◊

A fascinating reading
experience: the author cleverly
introduces codes and symbols,
the better to overturn them
later.

◊

All of the ingredients of a
thriller that convinces you that
it’s a true story: the anxietyinducing atmosphere,
inexplicable mysterious events,
macabre details and more.

From writing to filmmaking, Niko Tackian
expresses himself with the same verve in films and
comic books, TV and video games. He has written the
screenplays for over 20 films, and directed Azad, which
won prizes at film festivals around the world. Rights to
his first novel, QUELQUE PART AVANT L’ENFER
(2015) have been sold to the France Loisirs book club,
to Pocket for paperback and to the producer Capa TV.

After his first thriller, QUELQUE PART AVANT
L’ENFER (Somewhere Before Hell), winner of
the 2015 Award at the Festival de Cognac and
nominated for 5 other prizes, Niko Tackian is
back with a breathtaking new huis-clos set in a
coal mine in the middle of the American desert.
The road stretches on through rocky desert as far
as the eye can see. Arielle and Jimmy are eating
up the asphalt at the wheel of their battered old
Ford. But when father and daughter stumble
upon a police roadblock and are forced to spend
the night there, everything goes haywire... Along
with three other travelers, they wake up alone,
abandoned, capsized by the road. A few miles
away, two immense metal towers thrust into the
sky like rusted corpses suffering the ravages of
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